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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to study the thematic use of time

in Margaret Laurence's Thê Diviners. whire time as theme enÈers

Laurence's earrier fiction, *" themati.c and technical importance of
time culminaÈes in her most recent novel, tt" Ðiviners.

The first chapter looks at the r^zays, both thematic and technícal ,

that time is a cons.ideration in the earlier works. Time is of ever-

increasing thematic importance over the course of Laurence's fíction,
a1-though there is minimal critical recogni-tion that such is the case.

As a brief critical survey demonstrates, Laurence's thematic treatment,

of time tends to be alluded to, rather than analyzed. Laurence's non-

fiction reflects her interest in the nature of the relationships of
pêst, present and future.

The second chapter discusses the treatment accorded the relation-
ship between past and present in tne ofrrio"r". rh-is is a fundamental

asPect of the novel, structurally reflected by the alternation of time-
present sequences with flashbacks. rn this manner, and otherwise,

Laurenee demonstrates the interpenetration of past and present.

The third chapter discusses how Laurence portrays the future in
organie rerationship with the past and the present. The controlling
metaphor of the novel--the River of Now and Then--gives focus to this
central Ídea. Morag Gunn, the novelist protagonist, comes to live and

!Ëite in terms of this vision of time, a vision within which the

imagination ìs finally free. to roan back to both oners personal and.
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onets ancestral past.

, In the context of The Diviners the art of fiction involves the

divinatíon of the future. While The Divlners has a vast thematic range,

it is structurally and thematically unified by its vision of time. The

ideological framework of the novel aripes from the concept of time

presented,i one is adjured, as Laurence expresses it, to ',Look ahead into

the past;,and back into the future".T;-........-
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CHAPTER 1

TTIE TREATI4ENT OF TIME IN MARGARET LAURENCEIS FICTION

The Ðiviners focuses upon time, and. in so doíng fuses theme and

technique. The central theme of the novel is time, specifically.the

relationship between tl:e past, the present and the future. Laurencers

highly sophisticated narrative technique variously collapses and tele-
scopes the reality of chronological time in favour of the verity of
psychological time. A preoccupation with the technical aspect,s of
exploring the theme of time pervades the novel. While time is a theme

conmon to all of Laurence's fiction, it is in rfrä oiviners as nowhere

else that theme and technique are forged together. From this fusion

springs t'he narrative power and thematic variety of Tlre Diviners. OnIy

the seeds of this strength and abundance are sown in Laurencets earlier
fiction.

TÞis side,Jordan, Laurencers first novel, treats time exclu-

sively as sr:bject' matter. Ttre odd memory enters the narraËive stream,

but little attempt is made to manipuLate na¡rrâtive in order to

heighten thematic effect. The same is true of Be Tomorrow:,Tenrer, a

collection of short stories that appeared, sho:itly after This side

JorÉpn. The stone Anger, the first of Laurencers "Manar,vaka" works,

appearing only a year after ftré Tgmgrroy:Tamer, herards an inportant 
-

development, for it is with T¡e Stone Angel that Laurence becomes a!{are



of the problems and possibilities that the technical reflection of a

thematic concern for time raises. In trying to d.raw the reader into the

psychological world of a dying ninety-year-old woman, Laurence somewhat

stiltedly sandwiches suspiciously lucid and detailed chronologi-cal

flashbacks between the episodes thaÈ constitute the sequence of,time

present. By her own admission (see below) Laurenceis first "Manawaka"

novel is technically awkward. The simple use of rigidly chronological

flashbacks does not ful1y convey the protagonist's sense of being over-

whelmed by memory. The next "Manawaka" work, A Jest of God, appeared

only two years after The Stone Angel, but a great change in narrative

technique is evid,ent; in A Jest of God the narration is a puïe stream of

consciousness. The read.er is d,rawn deeply into the psychological world

of the protagonist, and so convincìng is the neurotic persona whose

mind the reader is allowed to enter that it is difficult Èo remember that

the verisÍrÉlitude is an illusion created, by Laurence. In the follow-

ing "Manawaka" novel, Ttre Fire-ün¡ellers, the trend toward increasing

narrative metículousness is continued. As in The Stone 4ngq1 the past

pervades the present. The technical means by which this is accomplished

is Ètrrough the use of fl-ashbacks. In this case Laurence uses flash-

backs far more judiciously than in The Stone engel. In Ttre Fire-

Elwêllêrs ttre flashbacks are short, sporadic, visually prominent and

chronoJ.ogically random. Íheir very jr:nrUle mirrors the confusion and

generalized anxiety of the psychological worl-d of the protagonist. lltre

mess ttrat ís her mental state is thus reiterated ín technical terms,

in the disorder and the formal Írregularity of her memoríes. The

penultimate "Manawaka" work; A Bird in the House, is a collection of
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short stories that mesh together so well that they virtually constitute

a novel. The stories, in chronological order, relate the childhood

memories of the adult narrator. As an adult, the narrator views from

a radically different perspective the impressíons that she received and

retaíned as a child. The novelr.or collection, contains little

e:çlícit diseussion of this intrerently dual vision; the process of the

change in conscj-ousness fron childhood to adulthood is captured pri-

marily by the careful use of narrative technique. Laurence uses a

double filter. lftre memories are those of a child, but they are

filtered through the mind of an adult narrator, so that the reader is

conscious, always, of both angles of vision. As vanessa grows older,

the points of view Ëend to merge, and through this technique the

processes of change and development are captured.

Laurencers increasing tendency to connect subject matter and

narrative technique culminates in The Diviners., and ttre topic that,

occfasions this fusion is time. Elsewhere Laurence states, "the past

in a sense is always the present and the present is always the
.I

futurel'.- In The Diviners, this idea is repeated in association with

the river that is ttre novel's centra1 metaphor for time. The river is

real in that it, is the river that Morag Gunn, the protagonist, gazes

upon as she writes her novel. Yet tlre river is also metaphorical; the

first section of The Ðiviners, for example, is entitled "The River of

Now and Then". As tlre novel closes, the real and the metaphorical

aspects of the river are associated with each other:

Moqag walked ouË across the grass and looked at the ríver.
lltre sun, now low, was catchíng the waves, sending out once
motre the flotilla of little lights skilruning along the

I
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greenbronze surface. The waters flowed from north to south,
and the current r.ras visible, but novr a south wind. was
blowing, 'rutfting the water in the opposite direction, so
that the river, as so often here, seemed to be flowing both
\days.

Look ahead into !þe past, and back into the future,
until the silence.

-Hoffa;æ 
anyone seel,- into the river?^'2

The novel closes with the posing of this most basic question at"out

time.

There is to date no consensus among critics as to what, pre-

cisery, Laurencets treatnent of time in The Ðivíners signifies.

Although critics tend to note thaË time does ind.eed play an important

rore in The Diviners, their critique is generally in the.order of

passing commeirt, and acknowled,gement is seldom accompaníed by analysis.

críticism tend^s to focus upon t!'¡o aspects of this topic: the struc-

tural role of tj-me in Ttre Diviners, and. the nature of the relationship

that the novel establishes between the past and the present. Bernice

Lever describes how time is used structurally:

The basic structure of Èhe book is similar to that of Ttre
Stone- Artgel. Ttre contemporary Ëime seguence of the Oi-viners
is from one of the warm weeks at the end of spriãftãE--
beginning of auÈumn; in the inÈerim, Mo{ag recalls her past,
in, chronol.ogical snatches. These memories buíld on one
a¡¡otlrer and gain in power through repetition. .

5

L€ver is accurate, but fails to follow acknowledgement with analysis.

BriÈa Mickleburgh is símilarly brief in noting that headings which

denote the past, like "snapshot" and "Memorybank Movie',, are ,'at the

best superfluousr and at the worst,, artificj-al and distracting.,,

l,lickleburgh interprets these headings as inferring the reader,s



inability "to cope with the movement of a plot which alternates
Ldirectly between past and present."' Kenneth Hughes links the tech-

nical use of time to its Èhematic role:

The deliberate fragirnentation of the plot with its constant
flashbacks is not done simpÌ.y to destroy linearity but to
reveal how the past.lives on in the present and must be
brought into a coherent framework of values so Èhat the
linear way into the future and history may be created.-

5

Critícs view Lanrence 's technical use of time in lltre Diviners in very

different v¡aysr what Mickleburgh finds d.istracting Hughes finds reveal-

ing. The guestion of the thematic use of time in this novel is

answered with just as little critical accord. Lever notes, without

pursuing her observation, that "lflre Diviners spans three generations"

--and that in L974 Laurence "explained that one knows clearly only about

a three-Eeneration span - some of your grandpanentsr word.s and views,

more of your parentsr time, your own ti¡re in detailr and some of your

children's ways."6 This observation shows more promise than portent.

And such isolated observation does not do justice to the importance of

Èhe role of time in The Díviners. Àudrey Thomas is somewhat more

helpful; she accurately points out, that, "Although the book is set in

the present. . .Margaret Laùrence.weaves in the past through the tales

which Ctrristie loga¡r and Jules Tonnerre tel1 Morag while she is young."7

Although it is recognized that the 'talesr told have a¡ intj.mate

connection wiËh the factual past, Ttromas only meagrely pursues the

inrplications of this observation:

Ctrristie|s tales are bardic in language and romantíc in
tone. . ;Julesr tales are of an equally mythic clraracter

r:.:-:1.:::Ì
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but also discovers that it doesn't really matter.^

Thomas recognizes the influence of the 'past' (tales) in the rpresentr,

but there ís no discussíon of what thematic function this technical

pattern servesi. the importance of Laurence's inclusion of rtalest is

not e>çlained.

l4ickleburgh states:

In the final analysis, the bond between Jules and Morag lies
in.the fact that both have sprung from the dispossessed:
Morag's people were víctims of the Highland Clearances as
Julesr Metis ancestors were ruined by westward colonization.,

Mickleburgh's obse:¡¡ation is useful to the degree to which it points

out one of the major thematic concerns of The Ðiviners--the relation-

ship of the past to ttre present. Unfortunately Mickleburgh's. obser-

vation is severely restricted in scope and represents onIy, so to

speak, one facet of an important t?reme

Barry Cameron describes welI, if briefly, the signifícance of

the role pl-ayed by time in Ttre Divingrs: "Morag Gr:nn, Laurencers

protagonisÈ, is also in search of ties with her ancestors in order to
Io

dj-scover her place in the conËínuity of time and being."-' In his

short but sor:nd review, Cameron notes how the technical importance of

time is related to the thematic treatment of tíme:

Laurence establishes immedíately the impression that Morag
is the narrator writing about herself in the third person
and makes emphatic that Morag's narratíve is an attempt,,
through the ordering effects of fiction, to make sense of
her life, to give it meaning. Ttre method of presentation
also st::esses the ways in which past and present, fact and
fiction, history and myth, everyl penetrate each other,



reshaping and reinterpreting each other and, in so doing,
reconstítuting reality. r,

V,¡hile Cameron acknowledges the thematic use of time as a means, the end

to which he ascribes the means is inaccurate insofar as his definition

is incomplete. The Ðiviners does explore the nature of the relation-

ship between .the past and the present, but it does so in organic

relationship with the future.

To date the only lengthy critique of The Diviners is the

chapter of the same title in C1ara Ttromasrs book; Ífie Manawaka lrlorld of,

Margaret Laurence. Thomas notes that Laurence demonstrates both "the

need of any individual for a historical past to feed into his present"l2

artd "the interaction of past and present"l3. rt is claimed that The

Diviners I

pattern is a diagram of the interweaving of the past into
the present and orí into the future. The shape of its
flow:ing together of past and present ís that of the ancient
Yoruba symbol of the endless continuum of Èime, the serpent
srvallowing his t,ai1. Repeatedly, Margaret, Laurence demon-
strates that the continuum moves inexorably, but she also
demonstrates that the present and the future are not relent-
lessly and totally predetermined by the past. They may be
modífied and ameliorated by the force of faith, acted out in
love. This perception is tt¡e final staÈement of affirmation
in what is a profoundly hopeful book: the past is inevit-
ably a part of us, but not the dead hand of the pasÈ;
rather, by faittr, by grace, trqnslated into acts of love,
tJ:e inheritors may inch upward, though still within the
enclosi.ng coils of the present.l4

Laurence does present, ti¡re as a continuum and repeatedly shows inter-

play between past, present and fu$ure in a tone thaË is on the whole

cautiously hopeful. l,that is difficult to reconcile is Thomas's

accurate if sentimental ohservation with her conclusion that, thema- 
i.,;;..,,,,.,
i ' :,1': .: .1
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ticalIy, The Diviners

fans out finally from the simile of the great blue heron in
flight to the recognition of a cosmological design, beyond
time and space as we know them, containing man as one of its
myriad interlocking patterns. 

15

Laurence does not offer an esoteric vision in which a vast cosmic plan

carries one beyond time and. space; on the contrary, Laurence is inteq-

ested in human perception of time and space, and interested especially

in experientj-al time. In 1970 Laurence wrote

In a poem entitled "Roblin Mills, Circa 1842, "AI Purdy has
expressed it. like this -

They had their being once
and left a place to stand on.

They did indeed, and thís is the place we are standing on,
for better and for worse.

I remember saying once, three or four years ago, that I
felt I had written myself out of that prairie town. I knoù
better ror.16

Tn L972 Laurence added a further comment on these lines of Purdy:

"this is right, because this is the place we are standing on".17 These

línes from "Roblin [ti1ls" in l-974 having become the epigraph to Íhe

Diviners, ít is reasonable to assume that the sentiment Laurence

expresses in associati.on with these lines--"I felt I had written myself

out of that prairie Èown. I know better now"--is applicable to the

content of Thé DÍviflers.

Thomas appears to be unaware that the epigraph establishes the

Ímportance of the relationship between the past and the present before

the body of the text even begins. Laurence's interest in and attitude

toward this relatíonship is a matter of record: she denies that "real

' a.-....)
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liberation comes from turning your back on your whole past or on your

ancestral past. Rather it comes through coming to some kind of terms

with it,, knowÍng that there is a certain amount of mental baggage,

which you would just as soon not carryt but nevertheless, you're stuck

with it."18 she adds:

For me the past is extremely real. I canrt believe that all
of l-ife is contained in today, and the past goes back a
long way. I mean Ít goes back not only as far as oners own
parents, for example, but the grandparents and the distant
ancestors, and. a great deal is passed on. One does change.
People change from generation to generation, but they donrt
change totalIy.r,

Laurencers interest in the guestion of time is explicit in the

non-fictÍon and, fiction alike. Even the early f,iction deals with time

thematically, and Laurence is on record as recognizing time as a

technical probl-em in certain of the novels that precede The Diviners..

Thus the strategic role of time in The Divineæ can be consídered to be

an outgrowth of the previous work, a natural developmenÈ, given the

growing attention accorded time over the course of Laurence's fictíon.

The thema¡ig imFortance of time begins in Margaret Laurencers first

neveI, fhis €!¡lç Jordan. The story is set in Ghana, on the eve of

*.a ."""ar"ã**"*nce. The p::otagonist, Nathanier Amegbe, finds

hi¡nself caught between the tribal, foresÈ culture of his childhood and

the European, urban culture that is the milier+ in whj-ch he moves as a

yoqng adult. As a fledgl:lng nation, Ghana teeters on the brink of two

political realities; and in para1le1 fashi-on, NathanÍel finds himself

confused in the presence of two cultural realitj-es. He is psycho-

1ogical1y r¡ra.ble to leave the culture he was born an heir to, submerge

l;.:.._i
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it as he initially tries. He feels burdened by the knowled.ge of this

inescapability:

Oh Nathaniel, how can a man forget? A man cannot forget,.
Ðeep, deep there lies the image of what the eye has lost
and the brain has lost ready to command.r'

Alternately aËtracted and repelled.by ttre'customs, gods and mores of his

forest tribe, he feels the tug of both African and European cultures.

Nathaniel feels trapped because he can neither completely reject, the old

ways nor totally accept the new. Ttre sense he has of being adrift is

expressed in terms of time; his uncle tells him:

ri e"' 3:rlï"':';fi;"1"T:.:ï"ï::l';iii:1 said' sentlv " 
or

It will not happen so.'
'You are youngr' his uncle said. 'Some day you will know

where you belong. I

Nathaníel grinned, and bitterness welled up in him.
I belong between yesterday and. today. r

Adjeí Boateng smiled also.
But t?rat is nowhere.'
'I knowr'Nathariiel replied. 'Yes, f know.'

(pp. Lo6-7)

Towards the end of the novel, just prior to the birth of his

son, NathanÍel realizes that. it is only by attempting to come to terns

with the cultural confusion of tr-is time that, he wil-l be able to live in

peace with himself. This acceptance is slmbolized by his final choice

of career: he rejects returning to the forest to work for a tribal

chief, and, instead, chooses to remain in the city and teach at a boyst

school. The headmaster of tïre school half-jokingly suggests Èhat

Nathaniel will be the school's "kra" or soul:

I
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Nathaniel tried to laugh,
throat. He r.iras to be its
perfection? Its guide in
Jordan. All that when he

11

too, but the laughter stuck in histkrat, then, its sou1, seeking
a ne\^r land, its ferrlzman across
did not know the way himself?
(p. 273)

For all his hesitancy, Nathaniel chooses to live in the modern way, the

way that paves the road to the future; but, his choice does not preclud.e

a respect for Èhe past. He elects to stop trying to obliterate the

past that is parÈ of his being; he comes to value the o1d ways (as

being the school's "kTa" implies) while accepting the new ones (as

being a "fer:ryrman across Jordan" i¡nplies). If the future is to hold

any promise, the ways of the past ought to be valued in the context of

the present. one must acknowledge the realíty of the presenË, but at

the same time, in Nathaniel's words, "lflrere must be pride and roots"

1p. 22). As Laurence explains elsewhere, "what one has come to see, in

the last d.ecade, is that Èribalísm is an inheritance of us aIl.

Tribalism i-s not =o.h 
'u bad thing, if seen as the bond which an indi-

vidual feels wíth. his roots, his ancestors, hÍ.s background.,,2l

At the conclusion of Tlris side Jordan, Nattraniel names his new-

born son Joshua:

He glanced at his son, and, the name kept beating through
his mind like a1tr the drums of Ghana.
- Joshua, Joshua, Joshua. I beg you. Cross
Jord.an, Joshua.

(p. 282)

Laurence seems to suggest that valuing the past is. requisite to meta-

phorically crossÍng the Jordan and reaching the "promised land" of a

bright future; she comments elsewhere, l'the dream-goal of Ëhe promísed



land could be achieved, if not in Nathaniel's lifetime, then in his

"orr'". "22

Though definitely a thematic concern in This Side Jordan, time

is not Èruly a technical concern of Laurencets first novel. There is

little technical reflection of the thematic treatment of time. This

side Jorda¡r is for the most part narrated in the third person and

written in the past tense. Infrequently, the narration is first

person and the narrative is in present tense, when Laurence wants to

convey what, Nathaniel is thinl<ing. such passages are marked in the

text by being indented and. preceded by a dash. The theme of time

receives little tëchnical attention in This Side Jordan.

The Tomorrow-Tamer, a collection of ten short stories set in

Africa, appeared in 1963, three years after fhis sj-de Jordqn. A1t but

one of È?re stories had been pr:Jclished previously, the earliest in 1956.

As a group, these stories share with This Side Jordan the theme of the

psychological, spiritual and moral stress that victimizes those caught

between the old and t.l.e new Africa, between the customs, fetish pri-ests

and gods of the past and the urban, Europeanized ways of the present.

For example, in "The Merchant of Heaven" this theme is

e>ç>lored in terms of its religious ímplications:

Danso as a little boy, in the evangel's meeting place,
listening to the same sermon while the old gods of his
people still trampled through the night forests of his
mind. lltre shadow sp5-rils of stone and tree, the hungry gods
of lagoon and. grove, the fetish hidden in iÈs hut of straw,
the dark soul-hr:nter: Sasabonsan --to these were add,ed the
dragon, the serpent, ttre mark of t?re beast, the lake of
fire and the angruish of the damned.r,

12
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Torment is the result of being haunted by the jealous gods of the old

and the new beliefs; in this sense, the problem here is one of time.

The religious metaphor is peculiarly appropriate; one is spiritually
lost' if one cannot reconcile the past wittr the present. Ttre implication

is that a sound spiritual state is accompanied by the view that time is
an organic whole, a "river of now and. then."

The same argument ì,s expressed in '!The voices of Adamo". The

prodagonj-st, Adamo, is raised in a smal1 virlage and, as he grows up,

is taught the traditional beliefs:

Adamors father was strong. He knew always what to do. His
lAdamo's father] own father and mother had been dead. for

many years' but they were with him. He heard. their guidÍng
voices in the night wind. He poured, palm wine on their
graves, and they drañk. ftrey had never 1eft him. V,Ihen
Adamors mother and father died, theywould not leave him,
either I

(p.206)

In the course of the story, a smallpox epidemic strikes

a¡rd for the sake of hís safety his parents send him Ëo a

village. A year later Adamo returns Èo his own vil],age

cover that the place is deserted:

!{hether his parents were alive or
they had sonehow been taken a\day.
was deserted as it could not have
only of tangible life. Ttre chain
into the past had been broken.

Adamo's village

nearby

only to dis-

' ..:i\:.i _

dead, they were gone --
The village to him now

been had it been empty
that linked endlessly

i.'t:!ì:
-l':r:i l

As in Thi.s Side Jord,an, time is of

(p. 210)

great thematic but

Thê TÖmorrow-Tamer.

of relatively

All tenneglÍgÍb1e .technical ímportance in
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stories are written in the past tense, although the odd portion of a

story is written in the present tense. "The Rain child" is a case in

point. The structure of the story is that of a tale-within-a-tale: the

narrator recollects a story which happened in the past, and is related,

in the past tense, but "The Rain child" opens and closes in the present,

and is narrated in the present tense., TLre opening, penurtimate and

fÍna1 paragraphs are written in the present tense and bracket the tale

tord in the past tense. As a result, the "presenÈ" portion of "The

Rain Child" has immediacy, while the "past" section has a documenÈary-

like verisimilitude to it.

Laurencers "African" works are followed by the "Manawakat' works.

0f Manawaka Laurence comments:

The name Manawaka is an invented one, but it was one which
had been in my mind since I was about seventeen or eighteen,
when I first began to think about writíng something set in a
prairie town. Manawaka is not my home town of Neepawa--it
has elements of Neepawa, especially in some of the descrip-
tions of places, such as the cemetery on the hill or the
Wachakwa Valley through which ran the sma1l brown river which
was the river of my childhood. rn almost every way, however,
Manawaka is not so much any one prairie town as an amalgam of
many prairie towns. Most of all, I like to think, it Ís
símply itself, a town of the mind, my o\dn private world,,

' as Graham Greene says, which one hopes ultimately will some-
how relate to the outer world which we all share.rn

ÍLre "town of the mind" of Manawaka is Ëhe setting common to A JesÈ of God,

all the stories in A Bird in thê Höuse, much of The Fire-DweLlers, The--
Divi¡ters and The SÈ,9nê Altgiel: Thê SÈonê Ange1 , the firs.t of Laurencers

"Manawaka" storÍes, is narrated in the first person by the protagonist,,

I{agar SAipley. The opening paragraph makes reference to llagar's birth, and,

i:l'r:-':i: i:rj
:lr:rl:i:-¡ ti
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as the narration is ín the first person, the final line of the novel is

broken in mid-sentence by her death. The reader follows Hagar from the

age of six tíll her death at ninety.

The Stone engel has truo time sequences: a relatively short

time presenÈ sequence of several weeks duration (spring to midsummer),

and a time past sequence that consísts of chronological flasn¡aclcs

spanning eighty-fouï years. TLre novel starts and ends in the tjme

present. The time present sequence is written in the present tense, the

time past sequence in the past tense. Six years afÈer the publication

of The Stone Angçl Laurence remarked., in retrospect, that

I wouldnrt, go to great lengths to defend the form of the
novel, aË this distance, for I know its fIaws. Ttre flash-
back method is, I thirìk, a litt,Ie overworked in it, and I
am not at all sure that flashbacks ought to be in chrono-'
Logical order, as I placed them in order to make it easier
for the reader to follow l{agar's life.r'

Like the other Manawaka novelsr *1 Stone Angel treats time in techni.cal

and thematic terms. Hagar muses that "time has folded in like a paper

far,.".26 Elsewhere, shg'thinks of time as an almost palpaþLe thing: ,,I

may disíntegrate entirely, like the.flowers found on ancient young

Tutankhamen's tomb, which cÏumbled when time flooded in through the

broken door" (p. 111). Hagar initially perceives "Every day,, as ,,so

worthless really" (p. 5), and, elsewhere refers to "the junkyard of Íry

memory" (p. 2131. At roughly the midpoint of tfre novel, Hagar still

denies the value of memories of the past:

To move Ëo a new place - that's the greatest excitement.
For a while you helieve you carry nothing with you - all is
canceled from before, or cauterized, and you begin again and
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nothing will go wrongi

ü?hat Hagar is shown to learn in

underestimaËing the

may discover onets

that Hagar realizes

comments:

vaLue of the past.

this time.
(p. r5s)

the passage of time is the mistake of

The past is the place where

tiIl the close of the novelroots, and it is not

the rootlessness that has been hers. Lan-lrence

The character of Hagar in The stone angel seemed. almost to
choose me. Later, ttrougtrrTrãõfniãa-trrat in some way not at
all consciously understood by me at the time, f had had to
bgin approaching my background and my past through my
grand,parentsr generation, the generation of pioneers of scots
Presbyterian origin, who had been anong the first to people
the town r ca11ed Manawaka. Ttris was where my olwr roots
b..g"tt. Other past generations of my father's fanily had
lived in scotland, but for me, my people's real past - my or^¡rÌ
real past - v¡as not connected with Scotland., and ind.eed,
this was true for llagar as wel1 , f.or she was born in
Manawaka. r,

Hagarrs father, Jason Currie, triès to impress upon his children

that, their roots are scottish; he quizzes Hagar and. her brothers, Matt,

and Dan:

. "lfLre curries are llighla¡rders. Matt - sept of what cran?"
"Sept of ttre Cla¡rranald MacDonald,s. "
"Correct. pipe music, Dan?"
"Clanrandald' s March, sÍr. "
"light." And then v¡ith a look at me, and a smíle:
"ÍLre r¡¡ar cryr. girl?"

And I, who loved that'cry although I hadn,t a¡r inkling
what it. meant, would shout it out with. such ferocity that
the hoys snÍckered until our father impaled them with a frown.
"Gainsay Whó Dare!r'

þ. ls)

when il.agar's favourite bon, John, is six years old she gives him the
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Currie plaid-pin, which, incid.entally, makes a curious reappearance in

The Ðiviners. Hagar echoes her father in the speech that accompanies

her gift, an act suggesting that the pín is a s1'mbo1 of heritage:

"Your grandfather got this when his father died. llhat was
your great-grandfather, Sir Daniel Currie...you,re to 1ook
after this plaid-pin, do you hear? And not use it for
playing with. . TLre Curries were a sept of the MacDonald clan,
the Clanranald MacÐonald.. You can see their crest on the
pin - a three-Ëowered castle and an arm holding a sword.
ttreir motto was Gainsay Who Dare. Tlrey were Highlanders."

(p. I24)

John's enthusiasm is not equal to Hagar's; he

John does not value the pin, for he does not

represents, and he d.ivests himself of the pin

friend, for a knife which also later turns up

adult he tells Hagar:

silently pockets the pin.

value the heritage Èhat it

in a trade with a Metis

in Íhe DivLners. As an

It was Lazarus Tonnerre I traded the plaid-pin to, for
his knife. Probably he'". got it yet, for all I know.

'Where's the knife?"
"Gone up in smoker" he said. 'I sold it once, to buy

t'n"íËlTiL #"ï:i.:,,*T":":å. 
a knife' "

"What?"' ItOh - nothing."

þ. 177)

John shows. no interest in the past, and he blithely dispenses with the

plaid-pin that Laurence estahlishes as the symbol of his heritage. It

is therefore symbolically fitting that he dies young and that he leaves

no progeny. In Laurence the past survives in the present, a fact which

one i.gnores only at one's peril; thÍs theme, like Èhe Currie plaíd.-pin



and the Tonnerre knife, reappears in Ttre Diviners.

Hagar comes to the degree of self-knowledge she finally attains

by recogni-zj-ng the meaning of her past, the past that is detailed in the

chronological flashbacks of the time past sequence of The stone Anger.

She comes to realize what a travesty it is to speak of "the junkyard of

my memory" (p. 213):

I must always, always have wanted that--simply to rejoice.
How is it I never could? f know, I know. How long have I
known? Or have I always known, in some far crevice of my
heart,, some cave Èoo deeply buried., too concealed? Every
good joy I míght have held, in my metn or any child of mine
or even the plain light of morningt of walking the earth, al1
were forced to a standstill by some brake of proper
appearance--oh, proper to whom? When did I ever speak the
heart's truth?

Pride was my wilderness, and. the d.emon that led me there
was fear. I $¡as alone, never anythìng e1se, and never free,
for r carried my chaíns within me, and they spread. out from
me and shackled all I touched.

(p. 292'l

This cri-de-coeur, coming as it does just prior to Hagarrs death,

expresses her knowle.dge and her consequent pain, and the source of both

is the past.

The epigraph to The stöne engel is Dyran Thomasrs "Ðo not go

gentle into that good night. Ra.ge, rage against the dying of the

light." T?romas is referred to again, if indirectly, towards the end of

the novel. There are echoes of his poetry in the passage (cited above)-

that describes {agar's finar insight into the flaw that has marred her

life. she asks herself, "!,lhen did r ever speak the heartrs truth?"--

Thomasrs 'lPoem in October" end.s "ômay rr1. heartrs truth,/Still be sung/

on this high hill in a yearrs turning.u2S Thomas's 'lFern Hill' has as

I8



its last lines "Time held me green and dying/though I sang in my chains
)o

like the sea"-"; Hagar thinks "r carried my chains within me." The

'context of the echoes of Dylan Thomas makes clear their reference to

time. V,Ihether or not Laurence intended to add Ëo Hagar's cri-deicoeur

in this allusive way is a moot guestion, but in any case the evocation

ís there and reflects the generalized presence of time as theme in The

Stónê Angel. These echoes also point the validity of attaching impor-

tance to the epigraph of the novel: the importance of epigraph is also

seen in The Diviners

A Jést of God, Laurence's second Manawaka nove1, appeared two

years after The Stone Anget. The novel is written in the present tense

and narrated in the first person by the protagonist, Rachel Caneron.

Like The Stone Angel and flre Divirters, A Jêst of God has a present time

sequence thaÈ goes from spring Èo autumn, the time of fruition. This

coincidence makes thematic sense , for in each novel the protagonist

makes a painful pi.lgrimage to the past that results in discovery,

especially discovery of the self. a psychological harvest is made.

Although A JesË of God ís written in the first person, there are

two significant occasi.ons upon which the point. of view apparently

shifts to the third peïson. Early in the novel the reader learns that

Rachel is thirty-four years old and a virgin. Rachel has her first

affai:: at roughly the midpoint of the novel, but, prior to this Laurence

carefully detaits the psychological ïeasons for Rachel's frigidity.

This po:rtrayal includes Rachel's.senral fantasies, which are narrated

in stream of consciousness, with Rachel thinking of herself in the
'¡o

third person.-- The sudden shift to the third person from the first

19
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¡J.==on suggests that Laurence is tryi¡s to evoke the sense of detachment

from the self that is associated with_the non-integrated individual.

Rachel is as yet fundamentally incomplete and sexually unfulfilled, and

hence the use of the third peïson to narrate her sexual fantasies. Here,

technique is controlled in such a way as to make implicit thematic

cofiment.

Like Hagar, Rachel learns in the passage of time Èhat memories

are not to be shunned. Early in the novel Rachel asks herself "How

will I ever be able to forget?" 1p. ag). By the end of the novel

Rachel has come to better terms with her pasÈ and present and is there-

fore able to think of her future: "what will happen? vühat will
happen"'(p. 201). As Laurence notes,

A Jest of God, as some criËics have pointed out disapprov-
ingly, is a very Ínturned. novel. I recognize the limi-
tations of a nover told in the first person and the present
tense, from one view¡loint on1y, but it couldnrt have been
done any other way, for Rachel herself is a very inturned,person- she tries to break the handcuffs of her own past,
buË she is serf-perceptive enough to recognize that for her
no freedom from the shackledom of the ancestors can be
total. Her emergence from the tomb-like atmosphere of her
extended childhood is a partial defeat--or, looked at in
another way, a partial victory. She is no longer so much
afraid of herself as she *"".31

The protagonist of The Fi-re-Dwerrers, Laurence's third Manawaka

novel, is stacey MacAindra. stacey is a thirty-nine-year-o1d mother of

four who finds it increasingly difficult to cope with the demands of

her ctrildren, the ieticence of her husband, the lost freedom of her

youthr the threatening aspects of a world where street, riot,s and

napalm are frightening rearities, and the prospect of aging. she is

l

t..

irr-:r Ì,:,
i r :':. .:

aLso Rachel's sister, ênd vrhire The Fire-Ðwellers is seÈ in Vancouver,
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Stacey's memories. are set in Manawaka.' Thq Fire-Dwellers is technicalty

complex: Laurence comments

The writing is more pared-dov¿n than anything I've written
yet, but the form itself is (or so I belÍeve) wider,
including as it does a certain amount of third-person
narration as well as Staceyts idiomatic inner running
conunentary and her somewhat less idiomatic fantasies, dreams,
memories. r,

Most of the novel is written in the present tense and the first person,

with. stacey as narrator. Like The stoné Angel and The Ðiviners, Íhe

Firê'Ðwellers has two time sequences, including a tíme present sequence

*"a =a*a" * "early summer"33 arrd ends in autumn. Although the time

past sequence is. rather sma1l in volume, taking up a re1at5_ve1y

unimportant nr-mber of pagres, it is thematically and Èechnically

important.

The time past sequence is technically similar to the time past

sequence of Thê Ðiviners. Its passages are physícally drawn to the

readerr" "t;*" o;9 set off on an" n"n., in rhe Diviners rhe

"Memorybank Movíe" titles that preface frashbacks serve ttre same

purpose. lfhile i:: trrg stone A¡tgel all frashbacks are written in the

past tense, in Thé, Fire-Dh,¡e1lêrs some are v¡ritten in the present tense.

t'Ihi1e in fhe Stone Angel and The Divirrers the flashbacks are in

chronological order, in rhe Fite-Dq¡ellérs the chronologry of the flash-

hacks is random. Thus in technical terms *fr" ti="-ovuellers can be+- !

considered to be àn experiment on Laurencets part, and preparatory to

the more technically ordered but Less thematically restricted The

Ðiviners-
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In The Fire-Drvellers the technical concern for time reflects a

flashback suggests:thematic concern, as an early

stacey carneron, seventeen. Flamingo Dance Hall every saturdaynight, jitterbugging. Knowing by instinct how to move,
loving the boy's closeness, whoever he was, loving the male
smel1 of him. Stacey spinning like light, tike all the
painÈed singÍng tops of all the spinin! wor1d, whirling
laughter across a polished f1oor. Fíve minutes ago. istime? How?

(p. ]-2)

Again Laurencets protagonist changes her attitud.e towards the past as

she resolves' or at least learns to live with, her problems. Early in the

novel Stacey thinks that she has

Too much mental þaggage.
more more than I want.
suitcases, taking me by
the platform.

Too damn much, at thís point. More
Things keep spilling out of the
surprise bewildering me as I stand. on

(p. 37)

Later in the novel, as her marriage is apparently disintegraËi,ng, she

thinks

-Does he hate me? If so, how long? Where did it start?
Everything. goes too far back to be traced. The roots
vanish...[hey go back and back forever. our father Adam.
Iêâve mê alone. And maybe E'e thought Okay, Sahib, ífthatrs the \úay you want it, and it was after that she staïtedgetting crafty.

Cp. L67)

In her agitaËion, Stacey overstates the case, b1t towards the end of Èhe

novel there is affirmation of the validity of the observation that

"Everything starts a long time ago" (p. ZlL).

i:::'r

i.::
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Laurence has observed that "both Rachel and Stacey are threatened
?Á.by the past"- i as these sisters move toward. freeing themselves from

this psychological bondage, they move to\^/ard the realization Ëhat the

past is the source of the present, and this realization is the beacon

that illuminates their future.

g Bird in the House follows The Fire.Dwelle{s by a year; it is a

collection of short stories set in Manawaka. The stores are related. to

each other, all narrated in the first person by vanessa Macleodi as a

group they describe the world. of Vanessals childhood and her attempt to

come to terms with this world. vanessa Macleod, rike all Laurence,s

protagonj-sts, is in search of herself, and therefore is engaged in a

perennially favouríte Laurentian activity--the quest for an understanding

of oners roots. Like the protagonists of all Laurencers novels, vanessa

is keenly ahrare of the problem of "mental baggage":

But after a while it did not hurt, so much. And yet twenty
years later it, was still wiÈh me to some extent, part of the
accumulation of happenings which can never be entirely
thrown 

"*"y.35

thís ís the by now farniliar exploratíon of the relationship between the

past and the present. Vanessa recalls the music she d.anced. to years ago

and thihks

The music seemed the only music that ever \^ras or ever would
be. I had no means of knowi,ng that it was being set into
the mosaÍc of myself, and that it would pass away quickly
and yet remain always as mine.

(p. Le4)

All the stories in e eird in.the
ll ,:1 .l
,:: .::.1

House are narrated in the first person
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by vanessa, the narration normarly written in the past tense. The one

significant exception is the opening sentence of Èhe first story, ,'That

house ín Manawaka is the one whíchr more than any other, r carry with

me" (p. 3), which i.s in the present tense. üIe are, then, told at once

that the stories live in the older vanessa,s nulnd as parts of her

present. Tlpical Margaret Laurence protagonist that she.is, Vanessars

memories are initially a burden to her, for she has as yet to come to

terms with her past. llre stories vanessa terls are d,ominated by the

figure of her Grandfather connor, whose house it is that vanessa

"carries" with her. It is not till the end of her telling that she is
able to come to reasonable terms with the memóry of her grandfather:

"r had feared. and fought the o1d. man, yet he proclaimed himself in my

veins" (p. 2o7l - one is reminded of the epigraph tô Thé Di,viners:

"but they had their being once/and left a place to stand on.'l

Tr'¡o tlpes of time enter Ëhe structure of g lirg ia the House,

chronological time and what might be called psychological time. Ttre

latter involves memory and is not bound by chronology. rn the first,
a¡rd last.sentence of the work Vanessa refers to her grandfather,s house,

the repetition of the image suggesting that the work is structured

according to psychological time. rnitialry, though", the house symbolizes

vanessa's confusion; finally it becomes to her an image of her better

understanding of seIf. Ttrus while the structure of A Bird. in the House

makes use of the chronologi.cal distortions that psychological time makes

credible, there is an underlying chronological structure to the work.

va¡ressa makes progress in chronorogical time, but the voyage of self-
discovery into the past, that Vanessa:undertakes involves the chrono-

i'ì1 -: , i':: : :
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logicar distortion of psychological time. one progresses in rinear
fashion, but one must "circle" back to the past in ord,er both to make

and to understand this progiression. rt is werl to remember that in
describing Manawaka, that "town of the mind", Laurence speaks of ',the

river of my childhood. "

The larger structure of A Bird in the House is also found. ín
indÍvidual stories. At the beginning of "A Bird in the House,,, the

title story, vanessa recalls her father's talking about his memories of
the first world war. The adult Vanessa describes the impressions that
the child variessa receÍved and retained without und.erstanding. This

conversation is associated with the child vanessars refusal to attend a

Remembrance Day parade. The body of the story recounts the.death of
vanessars father. By the end of the story vanessa has achieved an adult
perspective of the life and death of her father, and she grieves for him

"as though he had just died.now" (p. 113), as later in The Diviners

Molag grieves for her stepfather, not in¡nediately upon his death but

rather much rater, upon her und,erstanding of his rife. As it is with
this understanding that Morag is ,'rereased into mourning" (p. 403),

so' similarly, Vanessa cannot grieve for her father until she und.er-

stands his 1ife. Towards the end of the story, the Remembrance Day

parade is agaín mentioned. But, while the story closes as it opens,

the structure is more truly linear; for while the first mention oÊ the

parade is associated with the unawareness of the child vanessa, the

second. ment'ion is associated with the knowledge of the adult Vanessa.

Vanessa changes and grows' one measure of her progress being her changed

view of the fixities that reappear in the course of her voyage of self-
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discovery. Thus in A Bird in, the House theme and technique start to

conve.rge ¡ f.or the first time Laurence fuses theme and technique i.n

approaching the questíon of time, and if this approach is here in the

bud, it burgeons into blossom in The Diviners..

rn Laurence's early 'African" works, time is for ar1 intents

and purposes exclusively a thematic consid.eration. In the ,'Manawaka',

novels and stories, Laurence becomes increasingly j-nterested in technique;

finally, in The Diviners, Laurence aÈtacks the technical problems

pertínent to a thematic exproration of time so forcefurly that the

technical and the thenatÍc become one, become the very substance of
Moragrs story.

The two time sequences of Í,he ÐivÍners are both narrated ín the

third person by the protagonÍst, Morag Gunn. The time present sequence

starts in mid-June and ends in autumn; the time past seguence begins

before Moqag's birth, with the description of a photograph of Morag,s

pregnant mother, and. ends, joining with the time present sequence, with

the forty:seven year old Moqag about to finish wriÈing the novel that
the reader of The Ðivinêrs has just completed

The time present seguence is written in the past tense, and the

time past sequence, that consists of a series of chronological flash-
backs, is rcitten in the present tense. Both Brita Mickreburgh and

earry cameron note this; Mickleburgh calls it ,'curíous,,3S and cameron

remarks that

The immedíacy and reality of the past for Morag is
reflected in the use of the present.tense in the narrative
sequences in the past and in:the reader's response to
characters Ín these sequenôes as fully realized individuals.



The sequences in the present are written in the past tense,
however, a shift that suggests a distance between Morag and
the events and characters who people the presera.36

when Laurence's protagonists come to terms with Èhe past they tend. to

starË resolving their problems in the present and bettering their

Prospect of the future. lfere Cameron accurate in his critique of the

time present sequence Ín The DÍviners, Laurence wourd. for no apparent

reason have included in Ttre Ðiviners a movement that runs countercurrent

to the philosophy of time presented in her other works of fiction and

explicated in her non-ficËion. Furthermore, neither Mickleburgh nor

cameron considers the very real possibirity that Laurence is manipu-

lating tense, a sort of technical time, in order t'o bolser the vision

of time offered by the novel as a whole. Textual evidence suggests

that Lar.lrence's use of tense is a skillful technical reflection of the

theme of past-present interpenetration, a common theme of Laurencers

earlier fiction. ffre apparent parad.o* oì expected-tense reversal is
the technieal e>çression of the import of the metaphor of the ',river of

and then". As Thê DivLnérs draws Èo a close, the reader is advised

"Look ahêad i"lo the past, and back ir'tto the future" (p. 453). rn a i.,l,l,

sensé The Qfu/+4egs is an explication of this dictun.

)'7

now'

to

Ihe ::emainder of this thesis shall examine how Laurence makes

the body of The Ðiviñérs culminate with thj-s dictun. Laurence's fo¡mu-

lation quggests that such a discussion may have two major divisíons: the

relatíonship of the present to the past, and the relationship of the

present to the future. ttt * oivinérs roots need, to be d.iscovered, in
order.to make senbe of the present; the importance of the art of fiction

'. ..i;:. .
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is that it presages the future. This vision of, time is inherent in The

Ðiviners; theme and technique come to fuse as this vision unfolds over

the course of the novel.
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CHAPTER TI

THE RELATIONSHTP BETI4TEEN THE PAST ANÐ THE
PRESENT IN'THE DTVINERS

Mr. Henry James claims for the novelist the standing
of the historian as the only adequate one, as for
hínself and before his audience. I think that the
claim cannot be contested, and that the position is
unassailable. Fiction is history, human history, or
it is nothing. But it is.also more than that; it
stands on firmer ground, beíng based on the realíty
of forms and the observation of social phemomena,
whereas history is based on d,ocuments, and. the
reading of print and hand-writing--on secondhand.
impression. Thus fiction is nearer truth.

Joseph Conrad., in "Henry Janes: An
Appreciation"

rn the time present sequence of The Diviners, Morag Gunn, Ëhe

. protagonist, is a forty-seven-year-o1d writer who has published a

number of novels, who worries about her teen-aged daughter, and who is
in the Process of actually composing rhe Divinérs. yet the time present

sequence of the novel takes up a relatively minor number of pages in
comparison to the time past sequence, and this ratio is in itserf a

thematic comment of sorts. In Ëhe flashbacks, Morag remembers her life
from early childhood. onwards, and ín so doing moves toward resolving the

probrems Ëhat she faces in the su¡nmer of her forty-eighth year, the

suÍrler that, is the span of the Èime present sequence of the novel.

conrad declares that "fiction is history, hr:nan history,,rr -h.
oi"rn"rn is the history of Morag Gunn. yeÈ not just Morag's 'hist;

2ì
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is retoldt Morag êunn is the dominant character in The Diviners, but

the characters that represent her parental and filial generations have

important supporting rores. And even the "trÍbal" history of Morag,

like that of Jules Tonnerre, Morag's lover from adolescence till death,

is recorded in the course of the novel. The DivÍnêrs explores ,,human

history", then, at three levels: the history of the individual, the

history of the family, and the history of the tríbe. ultimately all
three levels coalesce, for all are described through the sight and/or

insight that Morag alone provides, and each serves the purpose of
enabling Morag to come to terms with her long and often harrowing past.

Laurence entitles the first section of The Diviners "Rlver of Now and

Then"; in short form, this title expresses what much of the novel d.eals

with- The lesson that Morag learns over the course of the novel is
just how this metaphor is, or how vitalty important it is to remember

and understand one's past. Ar¡d for Laurence, one's past includ,es one's

parents and one's tribe.

There is teçhnical reiteraÈion of Èhe idea that the pasÈ in-
fluences the present, or more specifically, that the past ís in a sense

ever-pres.ent. As previously noËed, the time present sequence of The

Diviners is written in the past tense, while the flashbacks are written
in the present tense. This use of tense ís a technícaI reflection of
Laurence's concentration upon the theme of past-present interpenetration;

the "river of now and then", Morag observes in the opening sentence of
the novel , flows "both ways!' (p. 3). Ttre structure of the flashbacks

is the most prominent formal feature of the novel, and in this case,

fo::ur very much reflectÉ content. Trre flashbacks have separate sub-

ii:ilì.,;: :
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titles, which are also in block lettering, aád each is prefaced. by a

colon and the title "MEMORYBANK MovrE". The *ord',,memorybank,, evokes

computer technology, the cold, insensate knowled.ge born of the

mechanical marriage of data (and pure calculation) and. empirical

precision. Yet the word "memorybank" is evoked only to be robbed of its

' normal meaníng by ironic reversal, for memories are shown to be anything

but precise:

âpopular misconception is that we can't change the past--
êvêry9ne is constánt,Iy changlng their ówn past,, rêcälling it,
revising it. What reäl1y happéned? A mêaningless quesaiòn.

(p.60)

In a sense, the compound word "memorybank" is divided in terms of irony:

Laurence is quite serious a.bout "memory", but the very empirical

imprecision of memory mocks the designation "memorybank". Yet the word

"memorybank" is used adjectivally in the phrase "Memorybank Movie", and

the key r,¡ord is "movie". Laurence repeatedly uses the metaphor of movies,

or films, for mental scenarios, and especially for memory. The

adolescent l4oragrs daydreams are entitled "fnnerfilm" (p. L24). Later

Moqag thinks of the childhood memories that her husband, Brooke Skelton,

must possess in pictorial terms: "tfould it have been like that? Morag

cannot ever know, not being able to see the pictures that must grow

inside his head when he talks of it" (p. 2L6). she also wonders about

the "films there in his he.ad" (p. 266) of Jules Tonnerre, her lover.

Ih Thé DivLnêrs Moqag is the author of her lifestory. Tfre

"MemorlÈa¡k Movie" designation for her own memorÍes is a sustained ,'

metapho:r: "Last nÌgtrt, sleepless until three A.M. , long and, stupen- l;r i¿:i
'"-r'\j'.; '']

i 
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dously vivid scenes unfolded. Too tired to get up and write them d.own,

she still couldnrt shut the projector off for the night" (p. 169). Ítre

sequence of flashbacks that details Morag's childhood is prefaced by

Morag's musing

The films were beginning again. Sneakily unfolding inside
her head,. She could not even be sure of their veracity, nor
guess how many times they had been refilmed., a scene deleted
here, another added there. But they were on again, a nevr
season of the o1d films.

(p. 28)

Laurence obviously takes painstaking care to establish movies as a

metaphor for memory, and the raison'dretre of this technique involves

time. Movies have sequential, but not necessarily chronological, ord.er;

as well, in a film it is possibre to corlapse or telescope time,

regardless of the magnítude of the time period involved.. In particular,

it is a coÍmonplace in film to distort clock time and chronological

order for the purpose of achievi.nV nsVchological verisimilitude. In

this manner dreams, daydreams, and memories may be portrayed. with a

convincing immediacy. Ttre paradox is that chronologicãl disto::tion

enables psychological realism, and it is for this reason that.memories

are characterized. as movies in The Diviners. This concept is explicitly
drav¡n to Èhe reader's attention in the opening chapter, where Moragrs

first tide of memory is prompted by looking at old stra¡þshots, and

, where the question of the reality of chronology is begged as she sorts
'the pictures:

Mo{ag put the pictures into chronologicaL order. As though
there were rea11y any chronological ord.er, or any order at
all , if it came to that. she was not certain v¡trether the
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people in the snapshots were legends she had once dreamed
on1y, or \irere as real as anyone she now knew.

(p. 6)

The mechanical act of putting the pictures in chronoiogical order is

meaningless, for memory, as the novel subsequently makes clear, is

índependent of chronological Èime.

The first memorybank movie in the novel describes the five-year-

o1d Moragrs impression of the time of her parents' death by polio. After

this flashback, the Morag of the present úonders

W'ere they angry at me oftgn, or ofily sometimes? Ði4 my
father feel he'd done wel-1 vrith his.lffe, or that he was a
total loss, or did he feel anything? Did my mother feel
pleased when she saw hím come in from the barn, or did she
think Èo herself'-or alóud-.lhat she'd married beneath her?
Did she welcome him in bed, or did she make a habit of
tutning away and muttering she had g headache? Ðid he think
she ri¡as the best. lay he'd ever had, or did he grÍnd his
G.n-i":ããrõ-=ñrããFaG'."o*". 

"c rt.t "ffin-==r *"way of knowing. Wlhlr should it matter now, an)¡¡¡ay?

(p. tB)

Morag must search in the past for the ¿trrswer to this question, and The

What. Morag learnsDiviners is devoted to the discovery of the answer.

is that the answer to the question "lrlhy should it matter now, anlnaray?"

is. given in the epigraph to the novel: "but they had their being once,/

and left a place to stand on".

Morag initially feels threatened by her past: "These photo-

graphs from the past, never.agreed to geÈ lost. Od.d, because she had

tried hard enough, over the years, to lose them, or thought she had,,,

þ. 5). It is not tilt many feet of "memorybank movie" footage later

thaÈ slre can admit the possibility that 'lperhaps the film would never iliil

i,
:
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end until she did" (p. I72). And it is not till much later stilI that

Morag can bear to acknowledge the necessity of confronting the past:

You canrt Go Home Again, said Thomas üIo1fe. Morag wonders
now if it may be the reverse which i.s true. you have to go
home .again, in some way or other. This concept cannot yet
be looked at.

(p.302)

By the conclusion of The Diviners Morag is capable of looking at this
concept, for she has accepted and acted upon the notion. Elsewhere

Laurence speaks of "the attempt to assimilate the past, partly in ord.er

to be freed of it, partly in ord.er to try to understand...through

seeing where we had. come from".2 By remembering her past, Morag learns

to understa'd through seeing where she has come from; in remembering

the past Morag recreates her own history, and the five sections into
which The Diviners is sr:bdivided recount tÈe five phases of this
process

) :'...:,:

i-::!l'.i:. ,
i: -::.-.1. :.-

In the first section of the novel, ,'River

Morag is drawn into memory by the sudden departure

old daughter, pique. Morag is besieged by d.oubts:

of Now and Then",

of her eighteen-year-

something about pique's going, apart from the actual depar-
Èure Ítself, was unresorved in Morag's mínd,. The fact that
Pique was going west? yes. Morag was both glad and
uncertain...lfould pique go to Manawaka? rf she díd, would
she find anything tlrere which would have meaning for her?

(p. s)

rn the present, Moqag lives on a farrn just ouËside the southern ontario
tov¿n of Mcconnellrs Landing; Manawaka is the prairie town where she

spent most of.her childhood. rn the "River of Now and Then" Morag is
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shown as reconciled neither to the present (Pique's departure) nor the

past, as her thoughts about her biological parents indicate:

They remain shadows. tt¡¡o sepia shado-r.¡s.on ari o1d snap-
shot, two barely moving shadows in my head,:shadows v¡hose
few'remaining words and acts T have invented. perhaps I
only w¿int, théir forgiveness for havíng forgötten them.

I remember ttìe¿! deáths, but not their Lives. yet they're
inside me, flowing g!¡!g!qr in my blood and moving unrecognizedffiv-sruu:--

(pp. 1B-r9)

Morag begins by knowing that to forget is negative (it is something she

wants "forgiveness" for); but she has yet to learn just how positive it

is to remember. She does not know herself because she d.oes not know

her past; it is no accident that prior to the fi-rst "memòrybank movie"

of the novel Morag asks herself "What kind of a character am I?"

(p. L2). In order to assimilate the past into the present, Morag

und,ertakes a voyage into her past, and the first stop she must make l-s

herat l¡Ianawaka, the prairie town to which she moves upon the death of

biological parents. As a kindly neighbour te1Is the newly-orphaned

Morag,

you're g€TÌîa be living with Mr. and Mrs. Logan, dear, in
Ma¡rawaka. Christie'r,ogêrlr that is. He was in the Army srith
your dad, honey, and he and Prin have offered. to take you,
seeing as there ainrt none of your ov¡Tt relatives hereabouts.
Theyrre not whaÈ you'd call a well-off cou¡rle, but they're
kind, and they got no children of their own. I'm sure
youtll get on dandy with them, once yourre used to it.

(p. L7)

the second section of Ttre

Molag's growing up as the

i.

The flashbacks of

Nuisance Groundstt; .recount

Diviners, "Ihe

fosterdaughter of
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the Logans. christie Logan is the town "scavengeï" or garbage

collector, and as such is both poor and a social outcast. Morag is

treated, to the meaning of the latter when, accompanied by the kindty buË

disreputable christie, she arrives ready for her first day at schoor:

Boyst voices. Mea¡.
"H"y, you know who that is?"
"Suïe, old man logaã-uers the --"t'sh:tr...
"Oh shut up.. .Hers the--SCAVENGER: "

What means Scavenger? Morag cannot ask.
face is stone.
"Phewl Canrt you smell him from here?"

Christie I s
i

It,:

(p.31)

Morag quickly learns thaÈ this sort of degradation is not to be an

isolated instance, and she soon joins christie as the subject of
malicious mockery. on another occasion the school-children taunt ttrern

with vicious little songs:

Christie Logan's the Scavenger Man--
Gets his food from the garbage canl

**x*******

Mo-ragl .Mo-ragl
Gets her clothes from an o1r flour bagl

þ- 38)

Morag is old enough to be hurt by these jíbes, but far too young to

appreciate Christie.! s e:q>lanaÈion:

'llook at, it this way," christie says. "A11 these houses
aLong here, Molag. I dontt say this is so of all of them,
now, but with the most of them, you can see from what their
kids say, what theylre saying. Some of them, because I takeoff their muck for.them, ttrey think I.m muck. V,lell , f am

''.:: .:.'.'...



muck, but so are they. Not a father's son, not a man born
of woman who is not muck in some part of his immortal soul,
girl. thatrs what they don,t know, the poor sods. When I
carry away their refuse, I'm carryíng off part of them, do
you see?r

No. She does not see.

(pp 38-e)

Morag's youth bars her understanding, but leaves her, nonetheless,

rnrlnerable to the pain of socíal ostracism. rt is a generation-tíme

later, and after Christie's death, before Morag realizes that Christie

"reâlly could seq...!ûhat did r ever see about you, christie, until it
qas too'late?" (p. 4L2).

on her first day at school, a1l she can do is feign nonchalance

when she is mercilessly taunted for her dress, the badge of the material

poverty that is the Logans! , and therefore her, 1ot:

LAUGHTER? Why? She turns. Many 1aughers. All around.
On the steps and on the gravel. Large and small kids. Some
looking ahray. Some going ho ho har har.

'lI,ookut her dress--it's down to her anklesl"

Her dress? What's wrong.? prin sewed it. Out of a
rilraparound which Prin is now too stout to wear.

t**

.And oh
Their dresses are very short, away above their knees.

some very bright blue yellow green and new cloÈh, nev¡ right
out of the store. you can see the pattern very cIear,

' polka dots flowers and that.
(pp. 30-1)

Long after this incident is part of Morag's past, the psychological

wound it has left remains; Morag clothes her daughÈer in a d,ress that

37
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would not excite the contempt of the taunting schoolgirls of a quarter-

century earlier:

Piquer a9ê one, sits on the front steps...She wears a yellow
dress, very short, patÈerned. with butterflies green and
mauve and blue.

(P.31s)

The suffering that Morag undergoes as the fosterchild of Èhe town

scavenger, the man the townspeople associate wíth the "Nuisance Grounds"

or town dump, stíll lingers. Christie, as his name suggests, is a

figure whose wisd,om and, humanity is overlooked by his social superiors.

The paradox is that. while the townspeople despise Christie and associate

him with the Nuisance Grounds, it is the very people that hold hin in

contempt that are capable of treating human life as garbage:

"frle11 ," Christie says, "the Lord only knows I would be
better off keeping my trap shut. It, was a newborn baby.
Vürapped in newspapers, but it fel1 out. Dead, of course.
Hadn't gone its full term. rt Ìras that small , like a
skinned rabbit."

"!fhat'd you do v¡ith it?" skinner.
'Buried her. It was a girl ."
t'Where?" Morag cries, cries. "Buried her where?"

.o" ;T:.r:":å:= Tffi"ií3ïÍl; ", :Ï:: :'i"låTi',ïT':'iïi=i::,
lrteIl, the hell with their consecrated ground. "

(P- 76)

Years later, Morag recalls Christiers story when trer unmarried

friend, Eva Winkler, confides that she is pregnant. !ühat crosses

Moragts mínd is the memory of "Christie, years ago. The parcel in the

garbage tin. t bïîiîi ii:in thq Nuisance eto""a='-that's what it was,

wåsnrt.it?, A:nuisan.." þ. I52). Morag comes to inherit ChristieIs

;-::ì:1. . llr.r:
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vray of seeing things; she comes to love him as her true father,

although she cannot majce this admission unËil he is on his deathbed:

"'ctrristie--r used. to fight a lot with you, christie, but you've been my

fatÏ¡er to mer" (p. 396). HolveverrMorag must mature before she can fully
appreciate what christie was or what he has meant to her. As a child
she is only too keenly aware of the paín and humiliation she undergoes

for being associated with him. vÍhat is graringly apparent to Morag as

she grows up ís that, sire finds poverty detestable and social status

desÍrable; she is a hard-working Grade Ni-ne student, because

if you work, realty realry work, and get educated, somethingwill come out' of it, maybe. Like being able to get out of
Manaw-aka and never come back. Morag listens at nights to the
long waili.ng of the trains crossing the prairies, iheir
voices like the spooky voices of giant owrs. she alwaysf::I: wa-rm and good at the sound, because she knows something
whÍch nobody else in this world, knows. lfhich is, one day shãwill be on one of those trains, going to the city and maybe
even further than the city. Going to the whole world.

(p. L2r)

Morag conscientious.ly studies and saves r:ntil she is able to leave

Manawaka and attend university in winnipeg. As Morag watches the town

recede from the train t?rat carries her away from Manawaka, she thinks

"There. go the Nuisance Grounds, forever and ever" (p. 173). It is not

ti11 she is acÈually attending university in winnipeg that she realizes
that Manawaka cannot be so easÍly left:

The canad,a geese are flying very high up in their wide v-formation, the few leaders åut-in rront, thä flock soundingthei? far clear cord cry that signals the approaching erosi.øirg somewhere. able to. go, at wi.11. Lastlyear shã saw
.them and thoughË This time rlext_ year rrlr bê away too. Now
she is away; eoqatE ñæ. m"t r"r ãããîsh "*Ë:-. (p. r77)



It is not till almost thirty years,:later that Morag is. able to see her-

self as "Morag Gunn, fleeing Manawãka, finally settling near McConnell's

Landing' Etn equally smaIl Ëown with many of the same characteristics,,

(p. 3s4) .

It is while Morag attends university a¡d still believes that she

can elude her Manaw-aka past that she meets and marries her Engrish

þrofessor, Dr. Brooke skerton. The third section of Thë Ðiviners, ,,Halls

of Sion", traces the ielationship beÈv¡een Brooke and Morag from tenta-

tíve beginnings, through marriage, to finar dissolution. within the

i philosophical context of The Diviners the relationship is doomed to fail t .,

for it is founded upon the mutual accord that Morag has no past. The

conscientious sÈudent Morag Gunn chats a trifle nervously with Dr.

Slcelton, and in reply to his ques.tion "What sort of a past do you feel

1þurs. was, then?t' ansv¡ers

"I don't feel--I donrt knolr, I just teei a" though I
don't have a past. As though it was more or less blank."

She w.ill noÈ--she will not--tell him about the town, and
Christie, and all. ScavengFf,ogan. No. Not ever.

(p. teâ)

ulren Morag asks him what it is that he likes about her, he repries

"Perhaps itrs your mysterious nonexistent past...I like Èhat. Itrs as

tliougtr. lÞu Ìrere starting life now, newly" tp. 195). Delighted at the

prospect of havr'ng a rerationsïrip wiÈh- Brooke, and the opportunity of

using it as a means of severing herself from her pas,t, lvlorag promises

herself that 'She. wÍlI conceal everlthing about herself whictr he might

not IÍke. .None of christi.e'b swearingt' þ: 196). she does not as yet
irl"-r:¿'_-l: -':'
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know that in tryi¡g to obliterate her past, which is a part of her

psyche, she will only succeed. in wrenching herself apart. rt is sig-
nificantly decided immediatery before the first time they make 1ove,

*.,"*""íl"i; -i"#-li:r:' 
"î: :l "îi' u"ii, î::iS :"n, i 1 I " 

- -
unimportant. "

'That's right, my love. Don't talk a_bout it--it only
upsets you. I only want to know you as you are now. "

(p. le8)

To the reader of Laurence this denial of the past is a storm warning.

Good Laurentian hero that he is, Christie tries to ex¡r1ain the

futility of d.enyìng the past when Morag visits Manawaka just prior to

her marriage, but she is stilt too keenly eager to break with her past

to heed his words:

"I have known you since you lqere knee-high to
a grasshopper...look Ìrere, it's a bloody good thì,ng
you've got away from this durnp. So just shut your
goddamn trap and thank your lucky staïs.,'

"Ðo you really think that, Christie?"ttI dortt Christie says..."And also I donr-t.
Thatrs the way it goes. It,ll all go along with you,
too. That goes without saying.',

all

*****

rn some ways she would welcome one of their old argument,s.
But it is better to change the sr-rbject.

tp. 2o7) .,
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But it has been said. The way it go.g--i|ll
go--that gges....

"You mean--everything will go along with me?
"No less than that, everr', Christie says.t'IË won't, though.r" Morag says, and hears the

s.tubbornness in her own voice.
Christie laughs.

Mor.ag is not ready to acknowledge ttrat the presence of the past is
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irrefutable. When Brooke asks Morag to marry him, he mentions that a

move would. be involved:

''Listen, dear one. Irve been offered a post in
Toronto,'fuII professor. Inlould you like Toronto, do
you think?" I

lrfould she like Toronto? W'ould she like Parad.ise? lfith
Brooke, and away from the prairies entirely.

(p. 2ot)

Because the past is hermetically sealed in the psyche, it can no more be

eluded by moving to Toronto than by fleeing to ÏrTinnipeg; and. slowly,

the recognítion of the portable nature of the past dawns upon Morag:

"Morag wants to know everything about him lBrooke], about his previous

life, so that she will know all of him" (p. 215).

As the bond between Brooke and. Morag starts to become bondage

Morag adnrits to herself, that she ".¡¡rouldnrt go back to Manawaka for all

the tea in china or Assam. And yet the town inhabits her, as once she

inhabited it" (p. 227). This realizaÈion is the death knell of the

marrí.age, for the unwritten clause of the marriage conËract was that

Moqag was to be perfectly pastless, a person with only the present to

live in and for.

Moqag's growing realization that she has been running from her-

self ín trying to run from her past hecomes a conscious recognition

w.hen she physically returns to Manawaka, to visit the dying prin. At l

Prinrs funeral_

Morag sings, feeling crazJ-Ly that it is aIl she can do
for Prin nor¡¡.

They stand, those halls of Sion,



All jubilant with song,
And bright with many an angel,
And aI1 the martyr throng;
fl¡e Prince is ever in them,
The daylight is serene,
The pastures of the blessed
Are decked in glorious sheen.

Those halls of Sion. The Prince is ever in them. What had
Morag e>çected, those years .ago, marrying Brooke? Those
selfsame halls?

, And now here, in this place, the vroman who brought Morag
up is lying dead, and Morag's mind, her attention, has left
Prin. Help me, God; f'm frightened of myself.

- ,". *"

Morag is:frightened by the dawning recognitíon that. she has been

'

dividing herself in try'ing to deny her past. She returns Èo Toronto and

Brooke, only to find that she is unable to suppress a rising tide of

desire for self-expression:

Since Prin's death, and the last sight of ChrisÈie, Morag has
experienced increasingly the mad and Botentially releasing
desire to speak sometimes'as Christie.used, to speak, the
loony oratory, salt-beefed with oaths, the stringy lean oaÈhs
with some protein in them, the Protea¡r oaths upon which she
was reared. But of course does no such thing.

(p. 2s5)

One page later, this is precisely what Morag does:

"Listen, Brooke;-please don't misunderstand me.
Only--I r^¡ist¡, you wouldnrt call me that.

"Calr.' you what, for heaven's sake? !{hatrve I
said wrong now?"

"Little one. Brooke, I am twenty-eight years
o1a, ffiañTive feet eight inches tal1, but
tlrere it is, and by judas priest and all the sodden
saints in fucking Beulal. Land, f am stuck with it
and I do not mind like I díd once, in fact the
goddamn r"verã-it you realtry want to know, for llve
gone.against. it:long enough, and I'm.ne actress at

43
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heart, and that's the everlasting christly truth of it."
(p. 256)

As the increasing dissension between Brooke and Morag starts to signal

the beginning of the end of their marriage, Morag is finarly able to
te.ll Brooke "I have had a long past" (p. '257) 

z

"It's too bad you had to go back to the town thislast Èime," Broóke says. "you had effectively forgoÈtenit. Now it's a1l rísen up again, and it's only up_setting you, Morag. can'È you simply put it fiom mindz
"I never forgot any of it. ft was always there.,,
"When you first cane to me, " Brooke says, ,ryou

said you had no past. I liked thaÈ.... "

. 2s7)

It is significant that at this critical juncture Laurence reiterates the

initial condition of the relationshlp between Brooke and Morag; their
original agreement to partition the past from the present is a cond.iÈion

vital to the cohesion of the relationsh:ip, rather than a point agreed

upon in an idle chat of emphemeral significance.

Mor.ag begins to feel ,,separated from herself,, (p. 263) as she

can no longer live or try to live tlre fiction Èhat the present is all,
although he:r marriage depends upon ttre maintenance of this fiction.
Once Morag realizes that seeking refuge fro¡n the past is equivalent to
becom'ing a refugee from oneself, her mariiage to Brooke is effectively
annulled. In strmbolic terms the fruitlessness of shunning the past is
translated int'o the biological sterility of the marriage: to celebrate

exclusivety the present is to deny the past at the expense of the future.
Ttle fourth- section or rte oiviner=, ,,*a"" of passage',, des-

cribes Morag's affair with Dan McRaittr., A scottish paÍnter who Morag

r:.



meets in London and who happens to be married. Again, the past and

present are shown as interpenetratíng; years after the affair, when the

relationship has been reduced to a trans-Atlantic exchange of corres-

pondence, Morag is stilI sharply affected by the mention of the name

rrDaflrr. When Dan Scranton, who is about to become "Piquets ne\,rr man"

(p. 289), is introduced to Morag, the effect upon her is immediate

and painful: ,,",',,

Dan. Morag felt the blade trrrning inside the heart. Of
course, millions of men in ttris world must be named Daniel.
Sti1l, she did not want thís kid's name to be that.

(P. 243)

As Morag tells Dan McRaith in a subsequent letter, "If I could eaLl

Pique's Dan. by any other ".*:, I wou1d" (p. 28g).

Moragt's marriage was founded on the suppression of thê self, and

one measure of the progress stre makes. is her ability to enter a relaÈion-

ship without distorting what she actually is. In the second conversa-

tion she has w-ith. Ðan, she I'te11s him a líttle about Brooke, about

Jules, ahout Pique. Even some things about Christie and Manawaka"

(p. 374). This. dis.cussion occurs just before "Morag goes back to his

room with hirn, and. they make love" (p. 374). Just before Brooke and

Morag make love for tJ:e firs.t time, Morag tells Brooke that "Manawaka"

sirnply "doesn't exist", and dismisses her past as "unimportant" (p. l9B).

The contrast is telling.

Morag fínally feels that being wíth Brooke means "to be chained

forever'toÈhaÈimageof.yourse1fwhiêhhe'musthaveandwhichmtf,St

fofever be dÍstorted" (p. 257) ". Later; Moqag sees that ttrÌs is the r;.,¡.rr¡....1;
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result of her initial fear and her consequent giving Brooke not herself

but an image of herself. By the time Morag establishes a relaÈionship

with Dan, as his portrait of her ind.icates, she no longer finds it

necessary to create an image of herself:

One day he shows her the painting of Morag Dhu, the only
painting he has done in London and not destroyed. rt is not
a large canvas--quite small, in fact. It is not even just
her face. ller features aïe Ín shadow. Only her black hair
can be seen' and. her eyes, clearly and unmistakably the eyes
of Morag, angry and frightened., frÍghÈeningly strong.

(p. 37e).

ülhereas once Morag had tried to live as an image of herself, her image is

now a separate entity that exists on canvas. The accuracy of Morag's

portrait implies her freedom of expression in the relationship with Dan:

the portrait symbolizes her movement, toward the freedom that self-

knowledge permits.

The reason for the end of the affair with Dan is as symbolically

jmportant as the cause of the terminaÈion of Morag's relationship with

Brooke. Dan lives ín crombruach, scotland with his wife and young,

and the setting of the affair is London, which. he visits periodically,

and rvhere Morag lives with Píque. Dan insists that he needs the environ-

ment of crombruach in order to paint; he speaks of "my need of the place,

tlre geographicar prace" (p. 382). Ife successfurly urges Morag to bring

Pique and visit him there, so that she inight "see" and "und.erstand"

(.P. 392) . lrl?ren Morag and pique go up to crombruach, the visit results

in introduetions that quickly become initiations inÈo several ines-

capable truths. Morag meets Bri*die, Dan's wife, and learns that
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McRaith stays...because of the kind of woman that Bridie is.
McRaith is not held to Crombruach just because of the place.
He is held here by Bridie....

(p.3e0)

Morag also sees that the visit is equally revelatory for Dan, who

has never before seen pique: Morag

'.:
sees McRaith rooking at her, seeing her in a different way,
the mother of Pique, the child who has been as unreal to him
as Bridie and his kids have been to Mor.ag.

' (p. 389)

As Morag and Pique take thej-r leave, Dan and Morag become "conscious of

an endÍng which neither of them had. guessed before" (p. 391). McRaith

ïepres.ents the old Scottish past which is not at Èhe mythic roots of her

being. ' As such he is Mc(son of) Raith (Wraith-ghost). Morag can no

r llloïê adopt a false, Scottish past than live withdut one. A1lan Bevan

points out:

Since Molag tries to keep her past separate from her life
wÍth. Brooke, her professor trusband., and later with Dan
McRaith' her painter-lover, she brings only part of herself
to the two relationships, both more or less unsuccessful.jj.,

B.qvan is essentialty correct, though it might, be more p:recise to say,

that Morag brings much more of herself to the affai:: with- Dan than she

d,oes to the marriage with Brooke. Nevertheless, Bevanrs obsgrvation is
valuable as Ít defines. Èhe com¡non reason for the failure of both rela-
tionships.--Morag's attempt, if to varying degrees, to "keep her past

separaÈe.".

!,]itb'the possible èxêeption of christie, Èhe man who figures
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most importantly in Morag's past and present is Jules Tonnerre. They

are classmates as schoolchildren, although Jules

is about three years older than any of the rest of Èheclass, which is why he and his sister piquette are in the
same class. Both havìng missed a 10t of schoor. sometimes
skinner goes off with his dad, old Lazarus Tonneïre, and
disappears for weeks, setting traplines way up at Garroping
Mountaín, some say. The Tonnerres (there are an awful Lot ofthêm) are called those breeds, meaning halfbreeds. They arepart rndian, part-Fîããcñ; 

-trom 
away back. Ttrey aremysterious. People in Manawaka talk about them but, d.on'ttalk to them. Lazarus makes homebrew down there in the

shack in Èhe lrlachakwa va11ey, and, is often arrested on
saturday nights. Morag knows. she has heard.. They are dirty
and unmentionable

(pp. 68-e)

Although drawn to Jules, Morag has already absorbed the prejudíce that
j's current among the townspeople. she is unaware of. her predisposition,

although she suffers as a direct result of the same sort of narrow-

mindedness; Jures is shunned for being Metis, while Morag is similarly
t'reated for being the scavenger's fosterdaughter. The girl Morag does

not realize fþ¿¿ she is'a victÌm of the insidious brainwashing wrought

by the social acceptability of prejudice. unlike her former self, the

aduLt Moqag Ís conscious of the modup operandi'of prejudice, as is made

apparent by the tone of passages thaÈ describe ea¡1y memories of Jules: ,

l'tiss McMurtrie leads tlre class in "The Maple Leaf Forever',.. .
Morag loves this song and, sings wiü ãU her guts. She

arso knows what the emblems mean. fhistle is scois, likeher and Christie (.others, of course, too, including some
sËuck-up kÍ'ds, but. hei, definitely, and they better notforget it) - sharnro&-is rrish like the connors and Reilrys
and them- Rose is ¡Ìnglish; like prin...suddenly she rooksover'to.see if Skinner Tonnerre i.s singing. He has the båstvoice in the clas.s, and he knows loÈsi of cowboy songs_, anddirty songsi and he sométÍmes sings them afterrs"iroãr,
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$ialking down the street.
He is not singing no\4¡.
He comes fromnowhere.

singíng, not knowing why.
stopping, so sings again.

(pp.6e-70)

The adulÈ Morag has come to understand a danger in such racial or

national definitions which Laurence describes in her own voice else-

where:

where tribaLism becomes, to my mind, frighËeningly dangerous
is where the tribe--whatever it is, the Hausa, the rbo, the
Scots Presbyterians, the Ðaughters of the American Revolution,
the in-group --is seen as "the peopre", the human beings and
the oÈher:s, the un-trÍbe, are seen as sr¡b-human. This is not
Africa's problem alone; it is everyone's.,

4

The girl Morag has absor¡èa tne idea that Jules is of the ,,un-tribe,,;

she thinks lre "comes from nowhere". Although Morag is too young to see

!li.t, Jures is as hurt by the treatment he receives as she is by hers;

years later, immed.iately after the f,irst time they make 1ove,

He is¡T rt anybody. She stops
Then she feels silly about

I'That wasnqt so bad for you, after all ,', hetrI.t was--oh skinner--"
r:Hey, could you call me by my real name, eh?"
As though now it $rere neces-sary to do this..

says.

By right.
(p. 138)

Morag comrnenÈs: in a letter written approximately thirty years later, ,,r

don't knorv-rrlry names seem so important to me. yes, r guess ï do know.

My'olfr¡ n¿!me, and feeling I'd come from,nowheie,' Gr. 299).

From a shared past of victimization arÍses a common pursuit; on

the e,ve of, her d.eparture from Manawaka for lÍl,nniþeg and university Jules

tells Mor.ag "r.'q gettÍng out as soon as r'can,' çp. 163). Anh it is
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precisely because Jules knows from experience what Morag h/ants to run

from that he can accurately predict what she shall run to:

"Going to W'innipeg this falI . To college. And ,,.,,,.
Irm never coming back.t ''.""

"H.y, thatrs something, eh? ... Go to college and
marry a rich professor, how about that?"

þ. 16s)

Morag turns to Jules upon leaving Brooke, and,, as has been noted,

Morag's departure coincides wiËh her realizatíon that the past cannot be

deni.ed- she plans Èo leave Toronto for vancouver, but delays her

, departure in ord.er to stay with. Jules for a "couple of weeks" (p. 2g2).

As Jules. tells her, theÌ,r love-making of this time is ,,magic, to geÈ

aÍIay" (P- 273); r¡¡hat Morag finds it necessary to get away from is the

.fantasl'that it is pos-sibre to be oblivious to the past. As she tells
Jures, "vre lMorag and Brookel were living each other's fanÈasy" (pp. 270-

1l - The subsequent sexual union of Morag and Jules is: described as

"some debt or answer tq tlr-e past', (p. 27L). And because this union

recognÌzes the po\der of the past, i.t is fruitful-: piquette Tonnerre

G¡nn þ. 305), as Morag cal-rs. her, or as Jules, calls her, piquette Gunn

Tonnerre. Cp. 339), is: born i¡ Vancouver several months later.
over the course of ttre flashbacks, Morag shor,ts a:r increasing

tend,ency to.use. the perspective that time provides in order to under- ,,.,,,,,.,
i.i',''''-,:stand her re.lationshìps. !ülren, for example, Jules vis.its Morag and the

five-year-oId Pique Ìn vancouver, the.bond beÈr.{een Jules. and Morag is
confÍrnedr:ârtd tirqe. enÈers the des.crÍption of the bexual:regnion that

'I

s.yn¡bolÍzes thi.s confirmati-on :

a,: ì:::i;:,; -r,,r'a,l::-.t ..,:.
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They make l0ve ungently, boÈh- equal to each_ others, body inthis. urgent meeti¡g and grappfi;;, Èhis brief death ofconsciousness., this. conscious. deiiance of death.

@. 342)

Ten years later, when Jules visits pique and Morag at the farm nearby
McConnell's Landìng, he

5t

(p. a24)

Morag is noq¡ able to bear remembering thiirking of loving Jules variously
as a t'defiance of death" and as a "consoration against Ëime,,; reality
may norr be confronted, with the resultant insight deriving from the
process of assÍnilating the pasÈ.

rn the first section of the nover "something abouÈ piquers
going' apart from the actual departure itself, rì/as unresolved in Morag's

¡nind" (p' 5) ' Because writing tn" oi"i""r" necessitates active memory,

and therefore the assimilation of ttre pas.t, tlre writing of the novel is
associated with- Morag's resolving her arnbivalence toward píque,s

incipient independence; by the time that a large proportion of the novel
hàs been vrritten, Morag is capable of aslcing herself

vdll be sleeping tonighÈ, she senses, alone in the sparebedroom, by his own ruish" And yet, oddly, she reali_zes she
is ngt taking this. as a personal affront to herself. rt ishr oqho reaches out his hand first, now. ti.ir-rr.rrds tightentogrether- No explanatÍons; merely a consolati.on 

"n.r;=i..--"Er-me.

V,,ìcu'd. Piquers.life be better. or.worse tlran. Morag1s?. Míne
ItaÊq¡t:leea îo .bad. E9e4? riry runnins ""1.1-i"lirr"frñ".*Ê {é"l}¿ s"i"g q", ,wffirei;"tt @¡-inË,Ë*offi,vr 'ry o=ã.ã--con-trnuF.r-ri çå-- 

- -

::l:1r""::.ì:':ì

t:...,1:.iÌ.:'a ,:'

l:.:t:.çia-f:tjt-.ìi
lì.:.r;:t::::...r1

... i;' ': ' ;:

(p. 290)
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Given Morag's growth toward conciliation with her past and therefore

her present, it is not surprising that the symbots of heritage first

appearing in The Stone AnEet--the Currie plaid-pin and the Tonnerre

knife--reappear at the conclusion of "Rites of passage". Morag has the

Tonnerre knife, a gift from Christie; he had acquired it from John

shiprey, Hagarrs son, in exchange for a package of cigarettes. Jules

has the Currie plaid-pin, a gift from old Lazarus, who had lo_ng ago

received ít from John Sliipley in exchange for the Tonnerre knife. Morag

and Ju1es exchange the knife and the pin; in symbolic terms, Morag has

earned the righÈ to inheritance by learning to understand the value of

the past:

Morag goes to her bookshelves and gets out Christie's The
Clans and Tartä.ns of Scotland. Leafs through ít, tryiã!-to
find an iflustration of this particular ptaid pin.

.* * * t * *

"Ifere it is", Morag says. t'trtts the Clanranald
Macdonalds...lheir motto was My Hopê is Constant In Thee
--those are the words on the pin. Their tìuar cïy was
Gains:ay .lrïho Ðare. "

**tt**

My llope is Consta¡t, in Thee. It sounds like a voice
trom-ãtrãlfasil -Whose 

"oGeþoughe Does it marÈer? It
does not matter. Iühat matters ís that the voice is there,
and that she has heard ttrese words which have been given to
her. And r¡ñi1l not deny vzhat has been given. Gainsay lrlho
Dare. .

G,. 433)

Morag has come Èo see the implication itrat l,,lanawata is, in a sense, a

tovrn of th-e mind: it shall he, s.he realizes, "inside my head, for as

long as I 1ive" (p. 353)1. o" an ad,oles.cent she had been ruitling to deny



her past in order to escape it Ëhrough Brooke; as a young woman she had

found iÈ possible only to share part of her past wíth Dan; by the time

that she has al-mosÈ finished writìng Thê Diviners she hears the sound

of a voice from the past, and havíng "heard. these words which have been

given to her...will not deny what has been given".

ft is an understanding of past-present interpenetration Èhat

illuminates the present. Towards the end of the novel, pique, her voice

"tense with pain" (p. 42L), te1ls Morag that at school

this guy, a rear smartass, c¿rme up and started making these
passes at me. -.when r'more.or less told him to get 1ost, he
said Aw.come on; dónrt gfvê me that shit..you krrow halå-
breed'girls cán't r¿ait to get E,lçEed Ev anv guy v¡hoGã"=
a10ng.-

(P. 422)

Morag quite naturally responds with arlger and pain, but the salient

feature of her reaction is that she evgkes both Jules's and her. own past

experience of a similar ord.er. The,conflation makes the present

incident understandable, and. therefore possibly a trífle more bearable:'

'Your dad had a lot of conunents passed about, him
and his family, when tre was a kid, I remember...Vûith
ñêr it was conunents about christie being the scavençler,
the to$¡n garbage collector, and about me wearing--at reast
in grade school--long droopy dresses like floursacks.
r always thought r vras going to spare my chird that kind
of pain. f havenlt though_. It's different, with you,
hut itrs tlre same.rr

(pp. 42I-21

Tltrls, as the penulËimaÈe section of 'rfrl Þirrfrr.r=. d,raws to a close,

Morag is able to use the'.þerspective òf thg pas.t,to slred líght upon a

benigÏrted aspect of the present, a haid-won perspective which is the
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result of Morag's having accepted the pain and the pleasure th,at are

stored in her "memorybank movies".

The fifth and final section of The Diviners, "The Diviners", is

written totally in the time present. Flashbacks are conspicuously

absent, for, as Bevan notes, "Morag has re-Iived the past that is now

assimilated in the present."5 In the first time present portion of the

novel, Molag looks at the river and sees her friend and neighbour,

Royland,

fishing for muskie. Seventy-f,our years old this year,
Royland. Eyesight terrible, but he was too stubborn to wear
glasses. A marvel that he could go on working. Of course,
his work did not depend upon eyes'ight. Some other kind of
sight. A water diviner. Morag always felt she was about to
learn something of greaÈ significance from him, something
r¡shich would explain everything. But things remained

sterious, his work, n"r 
ä,nthe 

generations, the river.

Laurence gives the reader a hint that the sense of incipienÈ revelation

Morag associaÈes wì-th Royland is to be shared; Royland is saíd to bå

s:eventy-four, and in the preceding paragraph but oner,it is stated that

Morag is forty-seven. Thus on only the second. page of the novel, a

link of sorts is forged between Morag and Royland.

fn the geometric centre of the novel, Royland satisfies Morag's

longstanding cuiiosity about his lrere.tofore unmenÈioned past:

"I \,vas a preacher...One of your real ri-psnortinr Bible-
punchers...I thought I had the Revealed Word. God was
talking to me, sure as hell, ?nd probatlIy to no one e1se.
At .meetings I used to give '.em real fj.re-and-brimstone. . .
Must. lve:heen a god,awful sight, eh? I never saw it. f
.me.air, I- never savr it that $¡ay. I ruas married...I was
death. on every sucf¡- thing as dri'nk, tobacco, dánces,

-i{;.
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cards, lace curtains, any dress that looked like anything
but a gunny sack, and so on...My wife led a life which was
filled w'ith nothing pleasant in any r¡¡ay at aIl. I even
quit making love to her. I burned., yeh, but vírtuously
...she never stood up Èo me. ff she tried, I brought her
down with my speech and...the back of my hand.. yep. I
thought it was a blow for the Lord...
...she finally took off...She had a cousin in Toronto, and
I finally traced her through him...She was living in a
terrible dirty room, alone...saw as soon as I laid eyes on
her, what frd done. f begged her to come back home...She
said...she wanted to go and. see her cousin and. hís wife,
firstr and she promised sherd be right back to pack;
Didnrt see her again until I set eyes on her in the morgue.
Drowned herserf...she \iras scared of me. scared to come back.
Scared not to come back.

Began to see--not all at once, mind you, but gradually--that
Itd been crazy as a coot, before. Reasons for thaÈ, but
too many to exprain now. r was brought up by an aunt who--
well, it wasn,t really her fau1t, either. you donrt know
hol'c it is for otlrer people, or ?row far back it all goes.
Anyway, r found r could divine l,¡errs, so r came back and
settled here.

(pp. 24o-L)

rüithin minutes Pique joins Roylãnd and Morag, and affectionately exclaims

'Yourre great, Royland. Really great. IIey, you know
something? you made a big mistake in noÈ getting married.
You should've had grandchildren. you'd make a fine
grandad. Yog. know that?"

Please- pique--no. Hot¡¡ many Èimes had Moragr'over 'theyears, made similar jocular remarks?
But' Royland could take it. IIe merery smiled. Maybe you

did reach a point in life, after a1I, when such chance
references no longer could break you into pieces. Rol1 on,t*t"ffii, 

píque,,, Royrana sai¿, ,,r always thougtrt r was
kind of like that to 1ou.,'ttYou arer " pique said.

(PP- 24L'2)

The point of having Royland recite the parable-like rtale of his hellish

l
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past in the geometric centre of

the orily character who has come

ã11 Morag can do is realize what

his example.
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Thé Diviners is to emphasize that he is
to terms with his past. At this point

tlre man has d.one, and. hope to follow

At the opening of the novel, Morag wonders whaÈ she shalr_ learn
from Royland; at the close of the finat chapter, Royland telrs her of
his 10ss: of the gift of divining, and that a mutual friend, a man in his
twenties, has the potential to become a'diviner:

The inheritors- was, this, finally and at rast, what Moraghad ar-ways sensed she had to learn from the or_d man? she hadknown it all along but not really known. The gift, orportion-of grace, or whatever it was, was fi"uíi;;ithdrawn,to be given to someone else.
(p. 4s2)

rt is with- the accepÈance of this knowledge that Morag becomes one of
the diviners, for she has divined her past in order to understand and

accept the present, Èhe present that is in the proces.s of being
bequeathed to the inheritors, the most prominent of which is pique. And

it is Piquers departure. that triggers the train of memory that consti=
tutes the majority of the body of Ttre Diviners

The first sentence or rrr" ñ,The river frowed both
$7ays," cp- 3), on the lasÈ page of the novel , Morag observes: that ,,the

r1ver, as so often here, seemed to be flowing both ways,, (p. 453). In
short, the "river of now' and then', initially represents only Èhe

confusion of cross-currents to Morag; finally Morag realizes that the
ri:¡er only appears to flow both v¡ays. ultimatery, ên understandìng of
the relaÈÌonship betl¿eêir ttre past and.the present is the beacon that

..1,'..:
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illun-inates the future, and, since.such

be regressive, the river must only seem

undersÈanding cannot possibly

flow both T¡¡ays. BuÈ the

an

to

initial illusion is necessary, for it serves the purpose of captur.ing in
a simple, single, strong metaphor the reason. that Morag underËakes the

trip into her own history. And the grail won by this odyssey into the

past is the dictum "Look ahêad Íntó the past, and back i"tq the future,

until the qiLence" (p. 453).

The following chapter shall discuss how Laurence connects the

idea of an individual's past, or hístory, to the idea of art, and how

the relationship of these concepts generates the idea of the role of the

artÍst as prophet, or the diviner of future time. past, present and.

future are a-b1e to compose an organic continuum because the myths of the

immediate ancestors, ttre distant ancestors, and the tribe are seen as an

íntegral part of the history of the individuar. Thé,ÐivLners is the

his.tory'of l.{orag Gunn; but Morag, "like every other human being, is a

funnel into which history has been poured..0

l:.: _:_-r:i



CHAPTER IIT

DIVTNATION OF FUTURE TI¡48 IN'THE DIVINERS

As the reader follows Morag Gunn's writing of The Diviners in

the present, tïre past is delved into at three d.istinct, if ultimately

coalescing levels: the history of the individual, the history of the

family, and the history of the ancestors, ór tribe. As an individual,

Morag Gunn's present is understandable in terms of her past. As a

novelist, Morag can'be seen to draw upon not only her private past, but

the past of her family and the history of her ancestors as well. Of the

four novels that Morag writes, the first two; Spear of ïnnocence and

--_=--
Prospero's Child , draw primarily upon her private life; the third,

-Jónah, also based upon Moragrs past, has for its protagonist a prototlpe

of Morag's stepfather; and ttre fourth novel; Shadow of Eden, draws upon

Mo{ag's vision of her ancestors. Thus an increasingly wider history is

channeled into Moragrs art, and Laurence is careful to exhibit the

process. As this broader past is.:funneled into Morag's work, there is a

fusion of documented history and human history. And as Laurence finally

adjures "Look 
"¡r.¿nA 

fnao the past, ;; U"¿t into the future" (p. 453),

it is, possible to view Morag's arÈistry not only as the quest for the

past, but also the means for divining the future.

Tlre course of Mor.ag's composítion of her novels roughly

correqponds with each major phase of Morag Gunn's life covered írr rhe
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The first of Èhese, Spear of fnnocence,

Morag begins writing...almost unexpectedly, although Lilac
has been in her r¡-ind for some time. shè has no id,ea where
tlre character has come from. She has never in her life
known anyone remotery like ¡,irac stonehouse, the fluffily
pretty girl from a rumber town who lights out for the city.
An old story, but in this case (hopefully) somewhat d.ifferent,,
because Lilac's staggering naivete is never presented as
anything but harmful, and in fact it damages not onry herself
but others. Innocence may well be the eighth deadly sin.

(p. 22s)

the character has come froin,,, but a
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Diviners.

Morag may have "no id.ea where

previous description of Morag's childhood fantasies gives the reader a

cilue:

I remember those imaginary characters...peony, not unnaturallv.
ftad'glï1Y-blor-rd_e ha!., the opposite € @roséþud tips lÍke, lhosg on Èhe unreachabté doLls $æt""E-c.atalógue. Rosa Picardy; my âlter ego; I suppãse, was somèl
what sturdier

(p. 12-13)

Although. Morag believes she has never known a "pretty qirl from a lumber

town r,tho lights out for the city", she. herself has left the small rural
town of Manawaka for the city of winnipeg, with all the great expec-

tations that, it is implied, Lilac shares:

Moqag listens at nights to the long waili¡s of the trains
crossing the prairies, th-eir voices like the spooky voices of
giant owls. She always feels warm and good at the sound,
because slre knov¡s someth-ing wh-ich nobody else in this world
knows. Ifhich. is, one day.she will be on one of those trains,
going to the city and maybe even further than the city.
Going to the whole world.

(pp. 120-1)
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Lilac is said to have an "innocence" that is damaging both to herself

and others; this concept is simultaneously a tïue and distorted. per-

ception with reference to Moragi, specifically with regard to her rela-

tionship w-ith Brooke Ske1ton. Brooke tel-ls Morag quite early in their

relati-onship:

rn.,iiïl;"iå"iil:r í:""ï:: ",,T"ååi:i ;:i":ï;:::.
I mean genuine innocence. frm not like that. Irve
lived too long for that, and in too many piaces. But.
Ít's a quality f love in you."

she wants to tell him she is not rike that, either. she
also had. lived too long for that. The state of original
grace ended. a long time ago.

(p. Le6)

This disjunction Ís a source of the future d.iscord between Brooke and

Morag, a discord. that progressively léads to friction between them, and

the fracture and final dissolution of their relationship. Out of his

own need.s, Brooke loves the t'genuine innocence,,he thinks Morag has; and

out of Ïrer needs, Morag tries, with decreasing desire and success, to

let both him and herself, believe that she is indeed his image of her.

Ultimately, she is: 1¡¡¿þ1s and uru,¡i]lìng to maintain this pretense:

How courd you withdran{ from Èhe terrors of the cave in which
he lived afmost always alone?, But what if remaining there
meant to be chained forever to thaÈ image of yourserf which
he must have ãnd whiêh must forever be distorted?

'"Brooke--r remember. And ilm sorry. r think r lied to
you, wÍthout meanilg.to; right from the first."

"You dÍdn't 1ie, love. you couldn't. Not you. you
were wiihout guile. That,,was the reason ï,Ioved you.,,

'lBrooke, I haven't been without guile since I vras four
years ord- r didn't think you'd care about ne Íf r ret you
know-,.that's all. r mean; let you know about my oÌrn d.arkness,
that comes on sometimes 

(pp.- 2s7-g)

l: :.I

t:iì;:Ì::i1
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Morag feels compelled to Èry harder and hard.er to make their relation-

ship a more open one, but in doing so the emotional frame of reference

necessary for their relationship is eroded.

Spear of Innocênce is written during the disintegration of

Morag's marriage. The character, Lilac, is conceived as Morag is

plagued with the results of her or/;n apparent innocencei as Morag writes

Èhe novel her consciousness of the harmful results of "innocence,,

becomes increasingry acute. Thus not only does the passage above

descrihing Lilac focus upon a radical problem in the relationship

between Brooke and Morag, but ít illustrates Èhe processing,of tt¡is 'raw . .

materiaf into art. The essence of Morag's marital discontent is

taken and a version of it shown in her novel in full display; l"torag

shows at full advantage, in the creation of Lilac, the potentially

injurious,effects of a quality normally considered to be positive.

Irresponsibly used innocence, like fire, is dangerous--and. Morag, via

Lilac, knows it. With. Èhis knowledge, Morag is able, in a sense, to

prophesy the future in her fiction, as she later realizes:

Morag is fascinated. Does fiction prophesy lÍfe? Is
she looking at, Lilac Stonehouse from Spear'of fnnocence?
Fan Bradyr though, hasn't got Lilacrs naivete. Fan is
tough in the spirit, wirlz and wary in the soul. She is not.
reaIly like Lilac at all, of course. She is almost'the
opposite. And yet, lookirrg at Fan now is almost like 1ooking
at some dístorted and older but stil1 recognizabLe mirror-
image of LÍlac. Ttrere Ís a sense in which Fan has that
same terrifying innocence, expressed i,n differeiã-ways.

(pp. 309-to)

rn this:câsêi Laurence explicitly suggests. that the art of fiction,

1¡ûtièh is.derived. from the pasÈ, forecasts the futurei a-n implicit r ,:: :

-{.

. :lt-i-.

i:':-'ìhl...,.
i:.r, -,;¡j : .:
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reiteration of this suggestion is

of Innocence.

One evening, while Brooke

"would like to go back to Chapter

seedy nightclub, Crowers Cave, for
properly" (p. 226). later, after

'I
funeral, Morag thinks:

also found in connecÈion with Spear

would li-lce to go to a movie, Morag

Three. Lilac, going to work in the

the first time, hasn't been presented

returning from Manawaka and prin's

same. Could one say cave if there were windows?
(p. 2s4)

The cave image links the apparently incongruous ,,crov/e,s cave,, night-
club and the "beautifulry appointed cave,, or apartment Morag shares with
Brooke- Lilac and Morag share a cave environment, in one sense physi-
ca1ly and by extensÍon emötionally; while Lilac,s cave is a seedy qighÈ_
club, Morag's cave is the physically satisfying but emoti-onarly arid
(,"desert island,") environment of the apartment. Thus the cave image

denÌes the "fact" of appearance and get,s straight to the ,,fiction,, of
reality.

Now, and somewhat oddly, considering the awfulness of thehouse on Hill street, the apartment in Toronto seems morethan ever like a desert island., or perhaps a cave, a well_lighted and beautifully appointed cave, but a """å J"=i-in"

In another passage describing both. Morag a,,d Spear of fnnocence.

Lilac has aborted. herserf in a way that Morag recarls fromlong ago. And yet it i.s noË Eva ior whom loor"g experiencespain now--i.t is Lilac only; at this momenÈ. Márag- fi"i;;;;' the epÍsode, moyes away from tlre typewriter, ;"il; 
"r"""ä-irr"apartment, smoking, trfing.to she.d the tensÍon ínst,antly,iuhièh is impossihle.

: .. tì'

, çp. :229).
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Brooke comes.home to find no dinner in sight and Morag shaken; she

explains:

- *"Ti'irli=ln:"i:":t:: 
reached a kind of cruciar point'

Brooke laughs, relieved.
'Is that it? tleavbns, I thought you'd. been suddenly

stricken wl-th something serious. "
I haVe. f hAVe. But she does not say this. Odd

--if you had a friend who had just aborted herself,
causing chaos all rorrnd and not only to herself, no one
would be surprised if you felt upset, anxious, shaken. Tt
is no different with fiction--more so, maybe because Morag
has felt LÍIac's feelings. The blood is no less real for
being invisible to the external eye.

(p.230)

Morag deníes the equation of Lilac's ab.ortion with. Evars--yet does not

deny, presumably deliberately, that the horror and pain she experienced

aÈ Eva¡s abortion is totally unrelated to Lilac's experience. The real

incident has fed the artistic one, but the fiction has taken on a life

of its own, complete with. i-ts own vascular system. It is unlikely that.

Morag could have erased her reaction to Evars abortion entirely from

her memory: "'I didnrt mean to tell you. It ain't your v¡orry. But

--oh Morag, I.'m two months gone"' Cp. 15I). And later, Morag remembers:
'..: '. t - :..'-; '.

Christier.years .ago. The parcel in the garbage tin. I
buried it ,in:the Nuisance Grounds--that,rs what'ilt was, rasã't
ita- e ¡iuisance.

Morag and Eva walk home Ëogether. Eva shivers, cries a
little but not much. ,,;;1 

.,.1.1

And aborts trerself-that night wiån a partly straightened- i'i','Ì.l'il.i'.:

out wire clotheslranger.
(p. Is2)

' Just.before Morag writes about Li.lac's abortion, she thiñks, "Holr mucit

of Lilac's childhood remained with hei? ;41I. It al-ways does" þ. 229).
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The passages cited dealíng with Eva, Morag and Lilac, taken as a whole,

suggest that while the factual reality is gerninal to the fictional

reality, the reality of the fiction has a tendency Èo become as actual

as its 'real-life' predecessor. vrlhile fiction is fed by fact, the

fiction recomþenses its generating fact by providing an enduring

distillation and reflection of its predecessoï--âîd is therefore of a

literally both real and unreal nature.

ft ought to be noted that Spear of Tnrlocênce is a carefutly
chosen tÍtle, for Laurence assigns more than one connotation to it
within the context of fhe oiviners. on one level, the idea of the title
refers to the potential of innocence for harm. wir"t ti." phrase ,,spear

of innocence" further implies is the harshness of this harm, by evoking

the.aggressive, thrusting acÈion associated wiÈh "spear', and linking it
to "innocence". ftrere is also the'association that Morag makes:

"n..'.ffi.F.iffiîffi" 
" 

,1"ä" :i: :ï::'l::i:.ï::1åä . 

"n,But let's at least get it, right, Iady. StLck, ye gods.
FreudÍan error. Sa¡rie could be said of sFãil piobably.

(p. 24)

This title can al,so be associated wiÈh tlre crest of the Logan cran,

which ís^ "A pas,sion nail piercing a human heart, proper" (p. 4g)

rronically enough, thÌs does not onry refer back to ,,spear of innocence',

in a Freuilian sense; in addi.tion, "The dust jacket for spear gg

ryshowsaspear,proper'piercingahumanheart,va1entine.,
CP- 2611; .Again, the btrong but flexible bond between fact and fiction
is evident. .the echo. of Chris.tie's voice, introd.uced by the èvocation

r:r:-:_1r -a: :
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of the Logan crest,

later novels.

is to ring with increasing strength in Moragrs

rn a retter to her friend Erla, Morag describes the second novel

she writes, Prosperots

The novel progresses, slowIy. rt's done in semi-allegorical
form, and. also it has certain parallels with The Tempest.
rt's called Prospeïo's chird, she being ttre yãGg-;-oiñilwho
marries nis il"e-fÏãÇ,-ãã-Governor oi =o*"-isrand in some
ocean very far south, and. who virtually worships him and
then who has to go Èo the opposite extreme and reject
nearly everything about him, at 1east for a tirne, in order to
become her own person. Itrs as much the sèory of H.E. Irve
always wondered if Prospero really would be al¡1e to give up
his magical advantages once and for aIl , as he intend.s to d.o
at the end of The Tempêst. That incredíbly moving statement
--"!rthat strengã-t have's mine own, Which is. most faint--',
If only he can hang onto that knowledge, that would. be true
strengÈh-. And the recognition that his rear enemy is despair
within, and that he stands in need of grace, like everyone
else--Shakespeare did know just about everything.

(pp.329-30)

parallel to The Tgmpést both in its setËing of an

Child:'

Prospêro t s. Child is

oceanic island and its vital concern with the isla¡rd's Governor figure.
I

flreIe is further similarity in the naming of Prospero's daughter; Morag's

name for Prospero's chiId, 'Mira', is obviously a direct derivation from

Shakespeare' s Miranda.

In

Prospero t s

her letter to

Child to Ttre

Ella, Moqag acknowledges the

Tempest; however, it is not so

debt of

much the actual

experience thaÈtale of *O. *.*n."t to which Morag is indebted, as the

has draÍiatized for her with painful clarity certain aspects of

t**n."a. rn theiï own way Brooke skelton, Morag, and Jules. Tonnerre

The

remake the. tale of .shakespeare's p1ay. lVhen Morag first meets Brooke,
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she thinks "he is a prince among' men" (p. 189). As their marriage

becomes increasingly tensíon-fraught, Morag is pulted back to Manawaka
I

as her foster-mother is dying, and. during the singing of a hlmrn at the

funeral service Morag realizes that a youthful fantasy was the founda-

tion of her marriage: "Those Halls of Sion. The Prince is ever in

thlem. What had Morag expected, those years ago, marrying Brooke? Those

selfsame halls?" (p. 253).

Morag's metaphor for Brooke is quite apt. One line of evid.ence

for its appropriateness is his idenËification of himself as a pro-

imperialist:

"Is it.better now, there [i.e; in rnd.ia]?"
"Not a damn bit betterr" Brooke says bitterly.

"Worse, if anything, I should think. lrlhatever anyone may
say of it, the passing of the British Raj wasn't the
arf,sw.er. tt

"But Brooke--surely you can't believe it was right
for them, the British, even for you, to have lived there
like that, in that wäy, house and.servants, while--"

"Little oner" he says, very gently, "there is no real
justice in this world. I don't say it was fair. Tt was
just the best that could be done under the circumstances,
that's all."

(pp. 216-L7)

llhe sentimenÈ is later repeated,:

"Brooke, v¡hy d.onrt you get a teaching job in
India? "

.He shakes hiê head.
"No, little one. I couldn'! go back. It's all

changed too much-. I wouldn't knor^¡ it. f wouldn't feel
at Trome there any longer. "

(p. 227)_

' Thus Brooke is. in the broadest sensè.the "fáctuaI" counterpart of the

l: .t.:i
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"fictional" Prosper/Governor sort of character; he is both an intel-lec-

tual and emotional imperïalist. Ðuring the scene in which their

marriage. crumbles' Moïag "sees for the first time Èhat he has believed
i,ai, ,.,,

??Cì FrrÀn =F+aç Ma*¡æ ?raa 1^€+ 1^.:* L^ -^-!i ---^- ; 
:::,::he ov'ms her" (p. 278) . Even after Morag has lefÈ him, he continues to

helieve that he owns her: she vrrites a letter "telling him that she is
now us.ing her own name. Iris letter is add.ressed: Mrs.'Brooke T.

:.'::l:

Ske1ton" (pp. 294-5) . i,,t',,'.,

llowever, to understand Prospero one needs Caliban, and to und.er-

stand Brooke one needs Jules. Brooke d.oes. not file for divorce after

Moragrs adultery with- the MetÍs Jules; he starts d.ivorce proceedings

only after she ëutnounces her pregnancy. It is because Morag is perceived.

to he a possessÌon thaË her pregnancy, particularly py Jures, cannot be

accepted by Brooke--and for precisely the same reason that prospero

' cannot al1ow.or even imagine Caliban's fathering of Mirandars child; as

John lfain puts it,

l:. .

l:.. ¡' '

Calihan, allowed to live in prospero's cell , has mad.e an
aÈtempt to ravish Miranda; w.hen sternly reminded of this, he
impenitently says, with. a kind of slavering guffaw,

Oh hol Oh ho! --would it had been done!
Thou didst prevent mer I had peopled else
This isle with Ca1ibans.

Our ovtn age' which is much given to using the horrible word
. "miscegenation" , ought to have no difficulty in understandi-ng
this passage. euite apart from an und,erstandable wish not
to have his daughter ravistred by anyone, prospero could
hardly maintain his. rule.over an island whose inhabitants
w.ere. partl¡ Caliban's and partly h-is own.,

Thuq i.t is.perfectly understandable. that i-n later years, nhen Brooke and.

his nen¡ iti.fe vìsit Morag, the latter feers compelled to 'shorb off pique,,

tp. -336L her child by Jules; pique. is not only a charming rittle girl
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but also a living symbol of the fact that her mother has "gone natíve",

so to speak, and rejected in every possible sense the "white man's

burden". It is no accident that Morag associates Brooke with Kipling

(p. L94). Kipling's fiction, to quote Jeffrey Meyers, "shows how

compretely Kipling believes in the cotonial mission"2; and in his work

there is indirect reference to one James Brooke, an Englishman whom the

Malay sultan of Brunei made "Rajah and gave hlm sarawak,'3, as a reward.

for aid in the suppression of a rebellion.

ProsPerórs Child constitutes a sophisticated demonstration of the

relationship between fact and fiction, pasË and present, and enters a

dimension of this relationship that was relatively unexplored in Spear

of Innocence. Both of these novels-within-the-novel demonstrate the

trans.formation of Morag's experÍence in and into her fiction; but in

addi-tion, Prospero's Child makes a strong sÈatement about the prophetic

nature of art in relation to lÍfe. rt. is. the replay of Èhe prospero-

Miranda-caliban story, as rived by Brooke, Morag and Jules, that vitally

represents the power of fiction to divine the future. Laurence, or at

least Morag, seems to srlggest, and, illustrates with skirl, that this is

the parodoxical case: the real is embodied by the unreai. prospero

and Brooke are similar figuresr âs to some degree are Caliban and Jules,

and it is their essential similarity that enables the smooth and

deliheraËe blendi¡g of the characters in The Tempest, Prospero's Child,

-----_-and The Diviners_, a blending that is aided and demonstrated. by the
'-

technique of h¿vÌng a novel-within-the:nove1 @gþ.Chi1d)about a

play [The, genÞest) about a. novel's characters.

The third novel thaË Morag.writes"

l::ta _:

t'_.::.' ::ì
!l -r'. .'| .... -

,... ::1
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\¡rhose tit.le is Jonah, is the story óf an old man, a widower,
who ís faírry aiffintable and. who owns a gillnetter in

. Vancouver. Fle fishes the mouth of the Fraser River and the i
strait of Georgia when the salmon run is on.' rt is arso
about his daughter Coral, who resents his not. being a
reputa-ble character. Jonah inhabits Moragrs head., and talks
in his own voice. In some lvays she knows more about Coral,
who is so uncertainly freed by .Tonatr's ultimate death, but
it is Jonah himself who seems more likely to take on his own
life in the fiction.

(P. 366)

Once again, Morag's roots account for the source of her fiction. At the

time of writing, christie, like Jonah., is old., a widower, and--at reast

in the eyes of the píllars of thejcommunity of Manawaka--disreputable.

Like Coral, Morag resents the fact that her father is not a ',reputable

character": "He [Christie] drives her to the cpR station in the old

'' garbage truck. She th.anks cod it is night" (p. 173).

Molag thinks it probable that Jonah will "take on his own life

in the fiction"; elsewhere she Èells pique:

He had very blue eyes, chris.tie did, in those days, and. when
he was telling a tale, his eyes would be like the blue
IightnÌng and you would forget his small stature, for at those
times he would seem a giant of a.man.

(p. 367)

There is.no guestion that the character of Jonah ís strongly based upon

Christie. As is the cas.e in Morag's other novels, however, character-

ì.qaÈion is not a matter of strict duplicaÈion f::om life; in the

process of transformation from life to literature, from the. events of

the past to the stories of the present, Morag captures the essence of

the chaiacters in question and their interplay. Jonah is created not in
Christie's fmage but in his spiritr:and the same is Èrue of the

'.1 :: i.
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relationship of Morag and. Coral. The young Morag, like Coral, finds

that the disrepute of her father poses a problem. rt is not till Morag

is distanced from her childhrood, at least in terms of chrono'logical

time, that she can identify with christie: "!,Iould there be a special

corner of heaven, then, for scavengers and diviners? Which was t"Iorag,

if either, or were they the same thi,ng?,, (p. 2L2).

Morag's sense of identifícation with Christie is made apparent

in her fourth novel, shadow of Ed.en, of which she comments in a letter
to 811a, "odd.--the .r;;;.d ro rerl or piper Gunn and rhe

sutherrand,ers, and now this book d.eals with the same period,, (p. 41g).

The "tales" Morag refers to are invented for her, as a child, by

christie; she has already been orphaned. once, and christie is far too

loving to have the child doutrly dispossessed:

He sits there, thinking. soon he wilr begin. Morag knows
what it says in ttre book [The Clans a4d Tart,ans of Scot].andl
under the name,Gunn. Tt iFt-Eãi;, ¡ut :.t must¡e-ffi::
because it is righÈ there in the book.

The chieftainship of Cla¡r Gunn is und,etermined
at the present time, and no altns have been
matriculated.

wlren she first rooked it up, she showed it to christie, and.
he read it and then he laughed and asked. her if she had not
heen told the tares about the most famous Gunn of all, and
so he told her"

(p.48)

Thus chris.tie creates an "ancestor" (p. 4g) for Morag--piper Gunn.

Piper Gunn, he'was l greaÈ talr man, a man v¿-ith the voice of
drums and the heart of a child and the ga11 of a thousa¡¡d
and the strength of conviction,

çp. ae)
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According to Christie,

rt was in the old days, a long time ago, after the clans was
broken and scattered. at the battte of the moors, and the
dead men thrown into the long graves there, and no heather
ever grew on those places, never again, for it was dark places
they had become and. praces of mourni'ng. Then, in those days,
a darkness ferr over all the lands and the crofts of

, 
tutherland- The Bitch-Duchess was living there then...

(p. 4e)

rt is this mercenary figure that declares t'AIl the land.s of sutherland
li::::r'::

!üi11 be raising the sheèp, says the she-devil; for they,-lL pay

lhan fo1k"; she d.oes not feel "shame or remorse over the people

scrabbling on the rocks there like animals" (p. 49) as a resulÈ of the

encrosures. rt is piper Gunn who rouses the dispirited people:

better

thereP' &- ryg sit on these :rocks, weeping? says he. For
ts. a sh,ip coming, sayé rre- on g@ of !þe mornlfr,r h?yg.heard t_111 of ir, errg-*@ EEþ

and.
a nevtwort¿ across Eñã-*ãã.ã

(p. so)

Yet the d,ispossessed crofters are too timid to und.ertake the venture

until Piper Gunn pipes them onto the ship Èhat will take them to the land

where their future lies:

And when the plank was d.own and the captain hailing the
people there, Piper Gunn began to walk towards ttrat ship andhis r¿oman Morag with him,.and slrê with child., and he was
sti11 Playî¡g "The Gunns' Salute."

Then what happened? vrthat happened then, to arl of thempeopre there Ìromeless on the rocks? They rose and followed!
Yes, they rose then, and thelJ foIlowed, for piper Gunn's
music could put the heart . into them and th-ey wourd have
followed hi¡n all the way to hell or to heaven with the soundof the pipes ìn their ears.

ç. sr)
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christie explains in a subsequent tale that ,,the first catastrophe was

that ship had..a bloody idiot as captain.. -he landed the christly
vessel-..a\.7ay up north there, .a an" wplacg,, (p. g3), and as a

result the people wintered on the shores of Hudson Bay:

they ate arl manner of strange things, and it was a time ofrtisery, but they stayed because ttrey had the heart in them.And in the spring they war-ked - yes ¡ they walr<ed to theplace where Èhe suppries wourd. be. rt wås-a-ïãi,g long ronghray- rt courdrve been maybe a thousand or so miies, ih.rr.-
Christie. )

welr-, it might not have b.een quite the thousand, but itwas a christly long way. And through the snow and muck and.that" And who led them? r ask you] wno ted themi vüho 1edthe men and women and the chíldren on thaÈ march? píper
Gunn". Himserf- He led. them with his pipes blaring, there.He üras a man six feet nine inches ta'l , a mighty,i.r, of God.

(pp.84-s)

As David Vriilliams concisely explicates,

Mortified by Christie's oddity and hoping beyond hope to
escape Manawaka altogether, she lMorag] dismissed christie asa fraud, then wrote. off his legenas as ',a load of bad manure,,þ- 162) - only when she comes herself to terl pique th; .
"Ta1e of christÍe r,ogan'! does Morag adnit to a gift of
second sighÈ:

!,Ihen he told me the tales about píper Gunn, at firstI used. to believe eveïy word. Then later, I didnrtbelieve a word of them, and thought he'd mad.e them, up out of wtrole cl_oth..
(What means whole .eloth?)
our of ¡¡is nllfr;nGñEea rhem.

But later still, I realized they'd been taken fromthings thaË happened, and whors to know what reaIIy
happened? So I started belÍeving in them again,in a different way.

(p. 367)

Different versions-...Beliêving in a different way....rt isan accepta'çe of the "dor¡bIe vision" and anothei dimensionof . real.iÈy. 
4

i:',;r'
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art of fiction is akin to the art
history; as she expresses it in a

of making human

Ietter to EI1a,

she recognizes that the

history of documented

(p. 60)

73

By the time Morag comes to write Shadow of Eden,

christie used to tell of piper Gunn and the sutherranders,
and now this book deals with the same period. The noverfollows them on the sea journey to Hudson Bay, Èhrough thatwinter at Churchill and then on the long watt to yori
Factory in the spring. Christie always said they walkedabout a thousand miles--it was about a hund.red and fifty, infact, but you know, he was right; it must've felt like athousand'. The man v¡ho red them on that march, and on thetrip by water to Red River, \,rras young Archie Macdonard, butin my mind the piper who played them on will arways be thatgiant of a man, piper G'nn, who probably never lived in so_called real life but who lives forever. christie knew thingsabout inner truths that I am only just begj-nning to
understand.

Moragrs novels are the result of

Christiers tales are the product

history. In Morag's description

history finally coalesce.

þ. a18)

makíng art of an individual's history;

of making art of ancestral or Èribal

of Sh?dow of Eden, these types of

Moqagrs fourth novel deals directly with the relationship
between fact and fict,ion, and. does s.o by retelli,ng tales. The tatres of
Morag's: past are revived; the tales told by christie in pride and pain

are reborn'in a fresh- form. t',tolagrs admission, ,,r rike the thought of
history and fiction interweaving" þ. 41g), can be linked to h-er

convinction that

A :popular.mi.scónceptj_on is. thaÈ. we gan.r.t cf-ra¡rge Èhe :past_-

=:¡v"":-@' 
Eei;lov¡n pã, ã.îGsit; revisinq it-, nhát

que.stÍon.
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Morag is "convinced. that fiction was more true than fact. Or that fact

was in fact fiction" (p. 25). Therefore it ís togical that Morag

should value christiers tales, and pass them on to her daughter; for

Morag, Èhese fusions of fiction and history embody the historical truth,

and the value judgments these tales propound are d.emonstrated to be

both rear and inheriËable. For example, as a chird Morag listens to

Christie say

The Bitch:'Duchess...cast a darkness over Èhe land, and sowed
the darkness and reaped gold, for her heart was dark as the
feathers of a raven and her heart w¿s cold as the gold. coins,
and she loved no creature alive but only the gold.

(p. 4e)

Píque, Pique who has been raised on Morag's tales of christie and

christiers tales, tells Morag "uy áad gave me some songs...That was the

best thing he gave me" (p. 234)

.As a child, Pique listens to "Moragr.s Tale of Lazarus Tonnerre",

and after receiving a description of Galloping Mountain in the course

of the tale, a.nnounces "rfm going there someday" (p, 369). As an adult,

Pi-que teIls Morag, "r'm going to my uncle Jacques' place at Garroping

Mountain" (p. 438). Once again fiction is depicted as a form of

prophecy: Piquers intend.ed action is foretold in her mother's telling

of a tale about her grandfather.

Thus in the context of th. pi.rin¿=", tales, like novelsr êrr€

Iiroven of both facÈ and fi.tiot; frta""**" they invoive both history

fand therêfore the past) and prophecy (and therefore the future). The

fact that:Molag is'an artist must not be overlooked: in this.nover,
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the art of fiction mediates between the past and. the future, for in
culling the truth from the documented past one realizes the importance

of the epigraph, "but they had their being once/and left a place to
stand on-" Fínarly, it is in the realm of art--the art of christie,s )

tales' Morag's novels, and Laurencers Thê Diviners--to divine past,
present and future in accordance \^¡íth Èhe dictum 'Î,ook ahead into the

-
past, and hacl< into the fútufe" (p. 453).

i

1.......
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CONCLUSION

The nature of the relationship between the past and the present ,';,:.'.,,. -.:.':.:.-.;ì:

ís a thematic concern from Laurence's earliest fiction until and

including her most recent novel; The Divirters. Even in.Laurence's early

"African" works, the perspective of past-present interpenetration is

brought to bear upon all sorts of conflict; sexualr. theological, and

cultural problems arise for characters who find themselves unable to

live according to past customs yet incapable of living with present ones.

The tendency in the "Manawaka" works is to develop the theme of time

p9r se: more and more attention is paid to the nature of the relation-

ship betwen past, present and future. Laurence's non-fiction reflecËs

this development.

I

l

As Laurence becomes more technically adept, there is a movement

toruard reflecting the thematic coircern for time in technical terms.

This movement culminates i" tir" pirrirr"=", where theme and techníque

-'virtually fuse with regard to time, the most salient technical feature

beÍng the inclusion of "Memorybank. Movies". Time is the tÏ¡brne that

unifies the vast scope explored in The Ðivirrers. As time presenÈ
'

and time past interludes are alternated, the protagonist, Morag Gunn,

comes to confront her past. I,n so doi.ng she comes to realize that the

present is to be understood in terms of Èhe past that preced,es and

generates. it. In short, she learns the lesson taught by the epigraptr-

to the .irovel: "¡ut tile:L n"u in.i= þe:ing "".=/# r"rt q p-,1""" ;; stand

orr". fLre. "river of now and then", the. controlling metaphor oe tta

! ": ,.'..
fri :,:.i : 

r..r-' .:
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Diviners, though ultimately seen to flow one way--straight into the

future--appears simultaneously to flow both \Árays, as the proÈagonist

finally realizes: one can "Look aheäd Lnto the p;ist, end back into the

future" 1p. 453) .

The protagonist, a novelist who is in the process of writing
The ÐivÍners, is shown to slmthesize a vision in which past, present and

future form an organic continuum. rn this respect, the fact that the

protagionisÈ is a novelist is important , for the art of fiction is
presented as a form of divination, a craft thaÈ enables one to divine
the future. Four of Morag's works, or novels-within-the-nover, are

described i-n the course of The oirri.r"r=. ïn writi ng the novel , Moïagr

-

initially draws upon her own past, then that of her "history,, in terms

of her family, and finally her ancestral past. I¡[ith the writing of each

successive novel-v¡ithin-the-novel more of the pasÈ ís consid.ered.; and as

Èhe past i.s more thoroughly considered, the future becomes more fore-
seeabre. Finally, pique, Morag's daughÈer and, as such a harbinger of
the future, Ìs likewise been as a producÈ of her own, her parent"ì .rra

her ances.tral past.

Îljhile in the course of T?re Diviriers the thematic use of time is
extensive, and establishes a firm basis for the dictum ,,Look ahead. into-]-+

Èhe past, ând Þeç& into the future", a riurnber of patterns make the
-'-point. Unfortunately space d.oes noÈ permit the examination of all of
these. The tales told by Lazarus Tonnerre and Christie Logan are picked

uP by Jules Tonnerre and Morag Gunn respectively; finally their ch-ild.,

Pique, inherïts these tales. The tares change slightly with each

generation, and a close reading suggests that given their context in

':
:

¡
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Èhe novel, these tales and their evolution in telling hint at the

nature of Laurence's view of history--or to be more precise, the rela_

tionship between documentary history and human history.

Another important pattern not looked at here is formed by the

four Tonnerre songs that appear in the course of the nove. ,,The

Ba1lad of Jules Tonnerre", "Lazarus", "piquetters Song" and "piquers

song" are more than interesting variations in the narrative flow--among

other things, they constitute a genealogy starting wÍth Jules

Tonnerre's grandfather and namesake, and. subsequently going from Lazarus,

Jules' father, to piquette, Julesr sister, and-ri.rrrrv"ao nrno., Juresl

daughter. The importance of these songs is suggested by their reiter-
ation: they are riterally repeated in an ,,Al-bum,, that foLlows the body

of the novel.- The repetition of these songs might be consid.ered. to
function as an epilognre. certainly these songs of the past could be

considered to be a fitting epirogue, given the nature of the relation-
ship between the pasÈ, presenÈ and future es,tablished in the course of
the novel.

l.::,:_.::i _

l: '..' .::.. i
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